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DSP, FPGAs, and
the quest for
instant gratification
By Mike Demler, Editorial Director

But software engineers prefer to use higher-level languages 
such as C/C++, and are not as familiar with programming 
in HDL languages. While tool providers continue to make
progress in higher-level Electronic System Level (ESL) design 
flows, FPGA suppliers Xilinx and Altera are introducing a 
new breed of devices that combine embedded processors with
programmable logic, supporting design flows that should be 
familiar to both hardware and software engineers. 

In March, Xilinx announced their Zynq-7000 series Extensible 
Processing Platform (EPP). The 28 nm Zynq FPGAs integrate 
a dual ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore Processor System (PS) with 
the NEON architecture extension for floating point operations 
and Programmable Logic (PL) on the same chip. Engineers can 
program the EPP PS in C/C++ like any computer and connect
to the PL through ARM Advanced Microcontroller Bus
Architecture (AMBA) Advanced eXtensible Interfaces (AXIs). 
Xilinx describes this new FPGA architecture as a Linux-based 
SoC with software-managed PL. Full configuration of a chip
still requires both hardware and software design, but once the
PL is configured a software engineer can do a full or partial 
reconfiguration through the AXI interfaces, completely under
C/C++ control. Xilinx says that the high-performance PL
configuration can be performed in less than 200 ms from flash. 

In October, Altera announced that they too are developing
ARM-based SoC FPGAs, which will also integrate dual
Cortex-A9 MPCores into 28 nm Cyclone V and Arria V FPGAs. 
Software engineers should be happy to know that the company 
has worked with Synopsys to develop what they are calling the 
FPGA industry’s first “virtual target,” a functionally equivalent 
binary- and register-compatible PC-based simulation model of 
an SoC FPGA. Using Synopsys’ virtual prototyping solutions, 
software engineers can begin to develop applications now, at least 
nine months ahead of the planned second-half 2012 availability 
of silicon and development boards. With Altera’s FPGA-in-
the-loop extension, engineers will also be able to develop the 
device-specific firmware and port to the actual hardware as soon 
as it is available.

Now if that’s not instant gratification, I don’t know what is!

Mike Demler, Editorial Director
mdemler@opensystemsmedia.com

REFERENCES
[1] http://opsy.st/mYvBT2
[2] http://opsy.st/q24iW6
[3] Such as MathWorks’ “Target-optimized FPGA Design Using MATLAB 

and Simulink with Xilinx Targeted Design Platforms” http://opsy.st/
nObVNQ 

I
n my recent editorial on DSP-FPGA.com (see “FPGAs 
can lead the way to next-generation technology”[1]), I
discussed how FPGAs now represent one of the lead-
ing drivers of advanced semiconductor manufacturing 
technology along with processors, DRAM, and mobile 
devices. FPGA suppliers, including Xilinx (7 Series) 

and Altera[2] (V-Series), are beginning to produce devices in
28 nm CMOS – the most advanced process node that is currently 
available. But, while the silicon technology for programmable 
logic has kept pace with Moore’s Law, some feel that FPGA 
design tools and ease of use are still somewhat lacking. 

An often-heard criticism, recently expressed by UC Berkeley
professor (and BEEcube founder) John Wawrzynek in his
presentation at the 2011 IEEE Custom Integrated Circuits
Conference, is that place and route tools are “a hindrance,” taking
as long as eight hours to complete an FPGA design. I’ve been 
thinking more about Dr. Wawrzynek’s comments and wonder if 
such criticisms are fair. At the risk of sounding like an old fogey, 
could frustration with the design Turnaround Time (TAT) of one 
workday be symptomatic of our Internet-age addiction to instant
gratification?

Compare FPGA design flows to ASIC design, which shares 
many of the same automation tools. Designers start with an HDL 
description in Verilog or VHDL, simulate, then go to synthesis 
and place and route, and finally simulate some more to verify. 
For ASIC and custom IC designers, next comes the “tape-out” 
(that term remains in use, but I doubt anyone has shipped an
IC design database on magnetic tape in years) for fabrication
of the photomasks that will be used to transfer the design to
silicon. But for FPGA designers, there is no expensive mask set 
to fabricate first, no months of sleepless nights waiting for first 
silicon, followed by more waiting to get wafers tested, diced,
and packaged. By comparison, your FPGA design is right there 
in front of you almost immediately, waiting for you to test it out. 
How cool is that? 

For DSP, many engineers start a project by developing
algorithms in MathWorks tools (MATLAB and Simulink) into a 
design flow that can be used for ASICs, ASSPs, or FPGAs. The
MathWorks GUI-driven use model (which you can see in their 
online demos[3]) includes features that enable designers to
automatically generate HDL code directly from MATLAB
algorithms. Xilinx also offers their System Generator for DSP 
(SysGen), which you can use to explore and refine your design 
with Simulink, and then automatically generate Register-Transfer 
Level (RTL) code for HDL simulation and synthesis. Automatic 
code generation? I would say that ease-of-use for DSP-FPGA 
designers has come a long way from hand-coding!
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heritage) capability for Europe and elsewhere…with or without 
Qualcomm.

ST-Ericsson ships first NovaThor for TD-SCDMA
China Mobile has launched the HTC Sensation Z710t hand-
set featuring ST-Ericsson’s Nova A9500 dual-core Cortex-A9 
application processor, running at 1 GHz, and ST-Ericsson’s
Thor M6718 TD-HSPA/EDGE modem. Sampling of the more 
exciting LTE multimode Thor M7400 modem began in Q2, but 
we’re still waiting for a cellphone socket to be announced.

Spreadtrum claims 50 percent of TD-SCDMA 
baseband market
Shanghai-based Spreadtrum announced in October that its
TD-SCDMA customers now include more than 30 manufacturers
and design houses that have introduced more than 72 feature
phone and smartphone models in 2011 using its baseband
solutions. The company’s CEO announced that “Spreadtrum now 
commands more than 50 percent market share of TD-SCDMA 
shipment volumes.” The company’s TD-SCDMA/EDGE/GPRS/
GSM basebands are based on DSP cores licensed from CEVA 
and are now shipping in 40 nm chips.

Marvell becomes latest LTE baseband supplier
Marvell Semiconductor, Inc. has announced what they claim to be 
the “Industry’s First Single-chip World Modem,” the PXA1801. 
The multimode baseband chip is said to support FDD-LTE, 
TDD-LTE, HSPA+, TD-SCDMA, and EDGE. Marvell has been 
a significant supplier of TD-SCDMA basebands for the Chinese
market (see below), so I suspect this product is from the
company’s thousand-man Shanghai design center. No pricing
or technical details have been released and no date for sampling 
has been announced at press time. Of particular interest will be 
the chip’s architecture and power consumption.

Marvell showcases its TD-SCDMA portfolio
Last week, at Beijing’s PT/EXPO COMM CHINA 2011, Marvell
displayed TD-SCDMA smartphones that employ its current
chipset offerings, which include:

• PXA920 – Industry’s first single-chip TD solution with 
integrated application processor (ARM v5 architecture at 
806 MHz, 720p video, and 3D graphics) featuring support 
for both TD-SCDMA and GSM/EDGE. It’s now shipping in 
more than 10 devices

• PXA918 – An entry-level single-chip TD solution featuring 
55 nm technology and a 624 MHz application processor

• PXA920H – Designed for mid- and high-end smart devices 
featuring 55 nm technology, a 1 GHz application processor, 
and support for 720p video and 250 Mpps 3D graphics

• PXA1202 – The industry’s first Downlink Dual Carrier 
(DLDC) TD-HSPA+ modem which can help achieve a
4x data rate increase on TD-SCDMA networks. Featuring
40 nm technology, the PXA1202 also supports 64QAM and 
TS0 enhancement technologies
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The small-cell
base station market 
is getting bigger
By Will Strauss

C
avium Networks recently announced its Octeon 
Fusion “Baseband-on-a-Chip” cellular infrastructure 
family, initially addressing carrier-centric picocells. 
The small-cell base station family is scalable from
32 to 300 users. The initial CNF7120, due to ship 

next quarter, addresses 10/20 MHz LTE or 3G and is based on 
two MIPS64 cores at 1 GHz (from its multicore heritage) and 
four baseband cores (from its Wavesat acquisition). Beefing
up its Tensilica-based baseband DSP capabilities, multiple
accelerators are provided for heavy-lifting tasks (like FFT,
Viterbi, and turbo coding). Future family members will scale 
up to 2x 20 MHz LTE/LTE-A/3G with carrier aggregation. The 
future CNF7280 will employ six CPU cores at 2 GHz and eight 
DSP cores. The company provides a complete L1-L3 software 
suite with the chip. As might be expected, Cavium is working 
with a tier 1 customer for initial shipments. General sampling 
will likely be in the first half of 2012.

Cavium joins Freescale, Mindspeed, and Texas Instruments in the 
small-cell base station market, but other chip houses will likely 
announce competing products over the next several months.

Apple’s iPhone 4S boosts Qualcomm
The world waited with bated breath to learn of Apple’s next 
iPhone, and the iPhone 4S emerged. I explained last May 
that it would not be an LTE phone, and I was proven right
(www.fwdconcepts.com/dsp050211.htm). The “World Phone” 
capability is available for both Verizon and AT&T subscribers
for roaming outside of the U.S., a capability provided by
Qualcomm’s MDM6610 baseband chip and RTR8605 multi-
band/multi-mode RF transceiver. This combo also provides 
CDMA capability for Verizon’s network, but is simply excess 
baggage on AT&T’s HSPA network. The earlier iPhone 4 for
Verizon also employed Qualcomm’s CDMA baseband chips 
while the iPhone 4 for AT&T employed Intel/Infineon HSPA 
baseband and RF chips. Now, Qualcomm is the only baseband/RF
transceiver provider for the 4S. The good news for Apple is that 
they don’t have to worry about multiple suppliers and multiple 
manufacturing lines for the two carriers. This approach paves the 
way for Qualcomm’s baseband and RF chips to be designed in 
the LTE-capable iPhone 5 when it becomes available next year. 

Motorola’s own LTE chips in Droid Bionic
Motorola’s LTE Droid Bionic, like all of the other LTE phones 
currently available, employs a single-mode LTE modem (of 
Motorola’s own design) along with a Qualcomm CDMA chip 
necessary for voice and 3G fallback. No doubt this is the same 
LTE chip complement in the new (and retrofitted) XOOM tablets. 
There are still no multimode LTE/3G/2G baseband chips actually 
shipping, although a few have been announced. 

Since Motorola has its own HSPA/EDGE/GSM 3G software 
stacks (earlier licensed to Freescale), the company could roll 
out an LTE Droid Bionic with a “World Modem” (read: GSM 
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Broadcom’s NetLogic acquisition: My take
In mid-September, Broadcom announced that it was acquiring 
NetLogic Microsystems. The $3.7 billion price is said to be the 
fourth largest chip acquisition in the past five years, and the
second largest this year to Texas Instruments’ acquisition of 
National Semiconductor. NetLogic itself has been on an acqui-
sition binge, recently acquiring Optichron, Inc. (a provider of 
digital predistortion chips for base station amplifiers) and then 
merging with RMI Corporation (formerly Raza Microelectronics 
Inc.). RMI (a MIPS Technologies licensee) had earlier acquired 
SandCraft and AMD’s low-power Alchemy MIPS chip product 
line. With all of the acquired MIPS expertise and low-power
MIPS architecture, Broadcom could pair it with its worthy
VideoCore graphics/video processor for competition with the 
world of ARM-based application processors. It could work!

From a macro business standpoint, the acquisition provides 
Broadcom with a strong position in the IMS (IP Multimedia
Subsystem) market, necessary for the future all-IP (packet-based) 
LTE infrastructure market. The acquisition also considerably 
expands Broadcom’s communications product portfolio.

The acquisition also puts the focus on NetLogic competitor, 
Cavium (mentioned above). Potential acquirers for Cavium are 
said to be Intel, Marvell, or Qualcomm. With cash hoards that 
are not being used for hiring binges, acquisitions could make a 
lot of sense.

Windows 8 on ARM?
At Microsoft’s BUILD Windows conference in mid-September,
Windows 8 was formally introduced. All of the developers 
attending were given Samsung tablets running Win8. However, 
those tablets were all based on Intel’s Core i5 chips, not ARM. 
So, the question arises, when will Windows 8 finally appear on 
ARM processors?

Meanwhile, Intel in JV with Google to port
Android to x86
At the Intel Developer’s Forum (IDF) in September, Intel 
announced that they and Google will jointly tune Android code 
at the kernel and driver level so future Android versions work 
with Intel-based smartphones and tablets. At IDF, Intel showed 
working units of a smartphone with Android 2.3 (Gingerbread) 
and a tablet with Android 3.0 (Honeycomb). Both of the devices 
ran on an Intel “Medfield” Atom chip. Of course, the 32 nm
Medfield has not won the power consumption battle with ARM, 
so presumably the future Android versions are targeted for 22 nm 
Atoms. But, aren’t 22 nm ARMs on its roadmap, too?

Cellphone core chip trends
Because several companies expressed interest in a more 
focused report covering only the core chips that enable a cell-
phone, Forward Concepts has published a subset of its “Cellular
Handset & Chip Market ‘11” report (which is available
www.fwdconcepts.com/Cellchip11). The new focused report, 
“Cellphone Core Chip Trends” provides an in-depth market 
analysis of baseband, application processor, RF, and power
management chips. The study estimates 2010 market shares of 
chip vendors by air interface (as applicable), and forecasts each 
chip type in units, average selling price, and revenue through 
2015. The 281-page report is provided only in PDF format and 
is available for $3,850, including an enterprise-wide license. 
Details are at www.fwdconcepts.com/cellcore.

As always, I invite your comments.

Will Strauss, President & Principal Analyst
wis@fwdconcepts.com

Two million logic cells is the new FPGA standard

The Xilinx Virtex-7 2000T heralds the next era of Moore’s Law, in which 3D stacking of ICs will take over for
two-dimensional scaling. The decades-long doubling of device density that has been achieved by shrinking transistors
with each new processor generation is approaching limits imposed by semiconductor device physics and the economics of
manufacturability. Xilinx is employing a 2.5D technique, in which four 28 nm FPGA die are attached in close proximity on a passive
silicon interposer, enabling more than 10,000 high-bandwidth die-to-die interconnections while reducing the power consumed by
package-to-package I/O on a printed circuit board by a factor of 100x. 

The FPGA integrates a total of more than 6.8 billion transistors for an 
equivalent logic density of 1,995K logic cells. Xilinx is manufacturing 
their 7-series devices, which include the Virtex, Kintex, and Arteris 
families, in TSMC’s 28 nm High Performance Low Power (HPL) high-K 
metal gate HKMG process. A total of 36 Xilinx GTX transceivers are 
available in the 2000T, with a peak transceiver speed of 12.5 Gbps. 
DSP performance, for an example symmetric filter, is specified by 
Xilinx at 2,756 billion multiply-accumulate operations per second 
(GMACS). The Virtex-7 2000T contains 46.5 Mb of block random-
access memory (BRAM). The 1,200-pin package includes a
Gen2x8 PCI Express (PCIe) interface. Xilinx has announced that 
engineering samples are shipping now.

Xilinx Inc.
www.xilinx.com
www.dsp-fpga.com/p365814

Editor’s Choice
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IDT’s PCI Express (PCIe) Gen2 to SRIO Gen2 bridge lets sys-
tem designers equip Intel processors with an SRIO interface.
Supporting 5 Gbps PCIe2 and SRIO2 interfaces, the bridge
provides 60 percent faster performance than current 3.125 Gbps 
SRIO implementations. The IDT bridge’s small size and low
power is good news for SWaP-constrained military embedded 
systems. Designers may use one or more bridges with a high-
performance processor to scale the system bandwidth as needed. 
IDT’s bridge is much smaller and lower power than today’s GbE 
alternatives, yet 2x faster.

Based on inputs from a variety of markets, including
Curtiss-Wright’s military system usage, IDT’s bridge supports
multiple data transfer modes, including memory-mapped
transfers and SRIO messaging. SRIO bridges implemented in 
FPGAs typically omit SRIO messaging, a feature that maps
to higher level middleware APIs such as MPI. Another plus 
offered by the IDT silicon is the inclusion of DMA engines that 
offload the host processor. Intel processors typically don’t have 
DMA engines on-chip, but depend instead on the peripheral chip 
to move data. Without a DMA engine, moving data can require 
a large amount of the host processor’s attention, with the result 
that a multicore processor might have one of its cores largely 
consumed by moving data.

Another advantage of SRIO for space-constrained military
systems is the ability to support all topologies including either 
distributed switch or centralized switch architectures. Distributed 
switch systems (an example is VITA 65 BPK6-CEN05-11.2.5-n) 
make use of the local SRIO switch and thus avoid the need for 
a separate switch card, saving one or more slots. For example, if 
the system were using a 1/2-ATR Short enclosure (four 1-inch 
slots), this capability saves 25 percent of the volume. For large 
systems, centralized switch architectures are often preferred, and 

SRIO reaches a 
crossroads in Intel-based 
DSP designs
By Rob Hoyecki

F
or many years PowerPC/Power Architecture
processors have been the CPU of choice for embed-
ded military DSP applications. As a result, Serial
RapidIO (SRIO), which is integrated with PowerPC
processors, became established as the preferred serial 

communications fabric. OpenVPX (VITA 65) defines SRIO 
support for designers integrating high-performance radar,
imaging, and signal intelligence applications. However, no
practical way of using Intel CPUs in SRIO-based systems has 
been available. This situation has changed with two recent intro-
ductions. These are the Intel’s 2nd generation Core i7 processor
and a complementary PCIe-to-SRIO bridge product from
IDT. These products effectively change the landscape for DSP 
system developers, enabling for the first time the development of 
superior Intel-based DSP systems.

Prior to the latest generation of Core i7 there was no real
support for SRIO on Intel platforms. The gap in support
critically limited the use of Intel architecture processors in DSP 
multiprocessor systems. Multiprocessor Intel systems could 
be built using InfiniBand, which, though popular in the cluster
computing world, is not embraced in military applications. 
Using Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) or 10 GbE is another option, but
SRIO, especially the latest Gen2 SRIO, offers significant
advantages for DSP designs over GbE. 

Microprocessor engineers designed SRIO to solve inter-processor
communication. With SRIO, packet delivery is guaranteed by 
hardware. When an SRIO packet is transmitted, the hardware 
delivers it to the destination without the risk of it being dropped 
by a switch. By contrast, Ethernet, designed to accommodate
networks spanning great distances, does not guarantee packet 
delivery. To ensure that data arrives safely at its destination,
Ethernet verifies the fate of each packet, which adds significant 
overhead.

New generation silicon includes offload engines that reduce 
host CPU overhead, but it’s apparent from the size and power of 
these devices that the complexity of the protocol is demanding. 
Speed-wise, the new generation of Gen2 SRIO switches oper-
ates at 20 Gbps signaling, which is approximately twice that of
10 GbE when you remove header information and look at the 
actual payload data.

Bandwidth between processors is a key consideration in DSP 
systems, equally important as the performance of the processors
themselves. That’s because for certain classes of algorithms it’s 
not the speed of the individual processors that is the limiting
factor, but rather the speed at which processors communicate that 
dictates system performance. Computing power is important,
but without fast interconnects to the other processors the overall 
DSP system won’t be effective, which makes the choice of fabric 
critical. 
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Figure 1  |  Two interfaces
to each CPU are found on the new dual 2nd Generation
Core i7-based OpenVPX engine from Curtiss-Wright Controls 
Embedded Computing, the CHAMP-AV8.

Figure 1  | Two interfacesFigure 1 | Two interfaces
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These ultra-low-power DSPs break the $2 barrier 

Texas Instruments (TI) has claimed the lowest price in the industry for a DSP, offering the ultra-low-power
TMS320C553x series starting at $1.95 (for the TMS320C5532) in quantities of 1,000 units. TI is also offering the C5535 eZdsp
development kit for the C553x DSPs, discounted to $55 through December 31, 2011 (normally $99). The kit includes a credit-card-sized
development board by Spectrum Digital and a full-featured version of the Code Composer Studio Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
The company says that the C553x DSPs enable developers to add sophisticated signal 
processing in consumer audio and voice applications such as headsets and voice recorders,
and in applications such as portable medical equipment, biometric security, and voice-activated
home automation systems. Developers can also download TI’s free software framework for
USB Audio Class and Human Interface Devices (HID) applications at http://opsy.st/sxNnWH.

Features of the fixed-point DSPs include: 20 ns or 10 ns instruction cycle time at a 50 MHz or 
100 MHz clock rate, one/two instructions per cycle, dual multipliers at up to 200 Million Multiply 
Accumulate Cycles per Second (MMACS), two Arithmetic/Logic Units (ALUs), and three internal 
data/operand read buses with two internal data/operand write buses. The TMS320C5535 
includes 320 KB of zero wait-state RAM composed of 64 KB of Dual-Access RAM (DARAM), eight 
blocks of 4K x 16-bit 256 KB Single-Access RAM (SARAM), and 32 blocks of 4K x 16-bit 128 KB
zero wait-state ROM (four blocks of 16K x 16-bit). The TMS320C5535 also includes a tightly 
coupled FFT hardware accelerator.

Texas Instruments, Inc.  •  www.ti.com  •  www.dsp-fpga.com/p365816

SRIO is equally adept at this approach. The leading vendors all 
offer SRIO switch solutions.

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing has incorporated 
the IDT bridge on its new generation dual 2nd Generation Core 
i7-based CHAMP-AV8 6U OpenVPX DSP Engine, shown in 
Figure 1. Each board employs four bridge chips, providing two 
interfaces to each CPU with each interface significantly faster 
than the bandwidth available from a 10 GbE interface. The
complementary VPX6-1956 SBC also features the bridge.

[Figure 1 | Two interfaces to each CPU are found on the new dual 2nd Generation Core i7-based OpenVPX engine from Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing, the CHAMP-AV8.]

Robert Hoyecki is Vice President of Advanced Multi-Computing 
at Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing. Rob has
15 years of experience in embedded computing with a focus on 
signal processing products. He has held numerous leadership 
positions such as application engineering manager and product 
marketing manager. Rob earned a Bachelor’s of Science degree 
in Electrical Engineering Technology from Rochester Institute
of Technology.

Rob can be reached at info@cwcembedded.com.
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Adding support for GPS with new DSP libraries 

Silicon Intellectual Property (SIP) provider CEVA, Inc. has added HSPA+ software libraries for the CEVA-XC DSP core to the company’s
Software-Defined Radio (SDR) reference architecture offering. The library enables designers to implement a complete software-based multimode 
HSPA/HSPA+/LTE/LTE-A baseband modem solution. With many wireless operators just beginning to roll out 4G LTE networks, backward compatibility 
for 3G HSPA+ and HSPA is generally a requirement for the development of 4G LTE mobile device applications. The libraries also offer forward 
compatibility for future LTE-Advanced systems. CEVA says that their HSPA+ software libraries support up to Release 8 of the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) HSPA+ worst-case conditions specification, including Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
and 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), with the capability for peak downlink data rates of 42 
Mbps on a single CEVA-XC processor. Library features address complex receiver functions including 
channel estimation, equalization, de-mapping, de-interleaving, and de-rate matching. 

CEVA has also formed a partnership with CellGuide to offer a software-based Global Positioning System 
(GPS) solution for the CEVA-XC communications processors. CellGuide is a fabless semiconductor 
and design services company that focuses on Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) solutions. 
Licensees of the CEVA-XC IP will now be able to leverage CellGuide’s software intellectual property to 
add GPS capability to their processor designs without incurring any modifications to hardware. CEVA 
customers will get a turnkey software-based solution, which they will be able to modify and adapt based 
on their particular needs. The GPS software IP has been architected by CellGuide for integration into 
mobile processors, with support for concurrent operation with other air interfaces in multi-mode SDR 
modem designs. CellGuide will be joining the CEVA-XCnet partner program, which includes a number 
of other SIP, Electronic Design Automation (EDA), software, and semiconductor foundry companies, 
including ARM, Cadence, Carbon Design Systems, Mentor Graphics, CoWare (Synopsys), and TSMC.

CEVA, Inc.  •  www.ceva-dsp.com  •  www.dsp-fpga.com/p365823
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As a software model, besides simulation 
speed the Altera Virtual Target offers the 
advantage of lower cost than a hardware 
emulation board, which makes it easier 
to support multiple engineers on an SoC 
FPGA development project. Users need 
to be aware, however, that the Virtual 
Target only models the ARM-based pro-
cessor system and its peripherals, and 
has no view of the FPGA programmable 
fabric. In a demonstration at ARM Tech-
Con, Altera engineers explained that the 
Virtual Target allows users to simulate 
board-level components such as the DDR 
SDRAM, flash memory, and I/O devices, 
but does not contain models for ARM 
AXI interfaces – the bidirectional data 
paths that will facilitate high-speed com-
munications between the processor sys-
tem and FPGA fabric in the SoC FPGAs. 

Integrating the FPGA fabric
In order to extend the Virtual Target 
prototype from the processor system to 
the FPGA fabric, designers will need to 
employ an optional FPGA-in-the-loop 
extension that will be available in early 
2012. The extension will consist of an 
Altera FPGA development board that 
users can connect to the PC-based Virtual 
Target through a PCIe interface. Together, 
the Virtual Target and the FPGA-in-the-
loop extension will enable users to model 
custom peripherals and hardware accel-
erators in the FPGA fabric, create device 
drivers, and complete integration with 
application software prior to final hard-
ware availability. 

At ARM TechCon, Xilinx announced that 
they too have adopted the virtual platform 
approach for the Zynq-7000. Like Altera’s 
Virtual Target, the Xilinx Virtual Platform 
will provide developers with a fast 
simulation model for the ARM Cortex- 
A9 MPCore processor, with support for 
the NEON media processing engine and 
floating point support. Xilinx worked with 
Cadence Design Systems to apply the 
EDA vendor’s Virtual System Platform 
technology to Zynq. 

The Software Developer version of the 
Zynq Virtual Platform is similar to the 

Virtual or real:
Prototyping platform(s)

for ARM-based FPGA design

By Mike Demler, Editorial Director

O
ne of the hottest developments in the FPGA industry over the last year has 
been the pair of announcements by (first) Xilinx and (later) Altera that 
they are developing integrations of dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor 
systems with programmable logic fabrics for their 28 nm product lines 
(See Editor’s Choice on page 13). While FPGAs are often used to augment 
the performance of separate standalone processors, with the new highly 
integrated SoC FPGAs, manufacturers are adopting a different processor-
centric approach in their integrated circuit architectures as they seek to 

extend their reach into the adjacent but distinct world of embedded software engineering. 
In order to do so, the manufacturers and their customers will need to adopt new 
hardware-software prototyping solutions that EDA vendors initially developed for the 
SoC industry, including the use of virtual platforms. 

Choosing an approach
Companies that are considering use of an SoC FPGA need to be aware that different 
prototyping solutions address different parts of the challenge of hardware-software 
co-design. Discussions with the FPGA vendors and their EDA partners at the recently 
completed ARM TechCon made it clear that, just like for Application Specific Integrated 
Circuits (ASICs) and Application-Specific Standard Products (ASSPs), there is no 
one-size-fits-all solution that covers everyone’s needs. 

The hardware method
Xilinx approached the problem of launching a new platform by starting with the 
Ishikawa method, which is well known in quality circles, drawing a fishbone causal 
diagram that described all the components that would make up a design methodology 
for the Zynq-7000. Engineers at the company concluded that they needed to understand 
the Zynq use model from three different customer perspectives: software developers, 
hardware developers, and system architects. With feedback from early access customers, 
they were able to define each set of requirements that would be necessary to take a design 
from initial architectural specification to a completed, code-ready design. 

The first prototyping platform that Xilinx developed is the Zynq-7000 emulation board, 
a complete hardware model built using five FPGAs to emulate the ARM processing 
system, with a sixth FPGA to represent the Zynq programmable fabric (Figure 1). With 
the emulation board, early access customers have been able to verify complete applica-
tion use cases, including a Computed Axial Tomography (CAT) Scanner and a Linux 
Web server.
[Figure 1 | The Xilinx Zynq-7000 Emulation Board models the complete ARM processor system and FPGA fabric to enable pre-silicon application development.]

The software method
Altera took a different approach in their first pre-silicon prototyping platform for 
the Cyclone V and Arria V SoC FPGAs, focusing first on the needs of software 
developers to port an operating system to any new processor platform. Unlike the Zynq 
emulation board, the Altera Virtual Target includes no hardware at all, and is made 
up of a fast, completely software-based simulation model that designers can run on 
their own PCs (Figure 2). The Virtual Target, which Altera developed with Synopsys 
employing the EDA provider’s Virtual Prototyping Solution, comes with a prebuilt open 
source Linux kernel and also supports the Wind River VxWorks Real-Time Operating 
System (RTOS). 

Figure 1  |  The Xilinx Zynq-7000 
Emulation Board models the 
complete ARM processor system 
and FPGA fabric to enable pre-
silicon application development
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Altera Virtual Target in that it models just the processor-memory system, graphics,
and I/O, but not the FPGA fabric. To extend the Virtual Platform the two companies took 
a different approach with the System Creator package, which enables users to stay with 
a software simulation model for devices to be built in the Zynq-7000 device’s program-
mable logic, and does not require an FPGA in-the-loop. Rather than employing hard-
ware, users of the Zynq Virtual Platform can employ Transaction-Level Models (TLMs) 

Software developers can begin coding for Zynq-7000 with a
collaborative virtual platform

Xilinx and Cadence Design Systems have collaborated to develop a virtual platform that enables software
engineers to perform pre-silicon system design, software development, and testing of the Zynq-7000 Extensible Processing
Platform (EPP). Xilinx has targeted the first silicon for the Zynq-7000 to be manufactured sometime in the second half of 2011, with general
availability of engineering samples in the first half of 2012. The Zynq-7000 is a new architecture that will combine an ARM dual-core Cortex-A9 MPCore 
processing system with the Xilinx unified programmable logic architecture on a single 28 nm chip. 

The two companies are offering the virtual platform in two configurations, both built on the Cadence Virtual System Platform technology. The less 
expensive (price undisclosed) Software Developer Bundle provides a feature-rich, functionally accurate model of the Zynq-7000 EPP processing system 
and its peripherals, memory, and I/O. Features of both virtual platforms include dual-core A9 simultaneous debug with an Eclipse GUI, connections to 
real world Ethernet, USB, video and serial console, and silicon-independent support for early software development including an OS port, applications, 
and drivers. With the System Creator Bundle for accelerator and software development, developers will be able to extend the virtual platform by using 
Transaction-Level Models (TLMs) for custom devices 
that will be implemented in the Zynq-7000 device’s 
programmable logic. Other features of the System 
Creator Bundle include advanced verification, 
analysis, debug, and a connection to Cadence’s 
Register-Transfer Level (RTL) design flow. Xilinx says 
that an early access program for the virtual platform 
is in place and general availability is planned for
Q1 of 2012. 

Xilinx, Inc.
www.xilinx.com
www.dsp-fpga.com/p365818

Cadence Design Systems
www.cadence.com
www.dsp-fpga.com/p365819

written in System-C, System Verilog, or 
VHDL models, which can be simulated 
in Cadence’s Incisive simulator.

Getting a head start 
The new SoC FPGAs will offer users 
an architecture that differs from past 
approaches to embedding processor 
cores in programmable logic devices with
complete dual-core ARM Cortex-A9
systems that will boot up just like a stand-
alone processor. These devices have been 
pre-announced by the FPGA vendors 
many months before silicon will become 
available. Fortunately, the manufacturers 
have recognized that software develop-
ment takes an increasing proportion of 
embedded system design, and engineers 
can make good use of that lead time by 
starting now with fast simulation models 
in virtual platforms, combined with real 
hardware models built on FPGA develop-
ment boards.

Mike Demler, Editorial Director
mdemler@opensystemsmedia.com

Figure 2  |  Altera’s Virtual Target combines a software simulation model of the
ARM processor system and peripherals with an FPGA in-the-loop development 
board for hardware-software modeling of the SoC FPGAs.
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FPGAs have exploded in popularity in recent years due to their relative low cost and 
high performance for digital signal processing tasks. The advantages of digital pro-
cessing, reprogrammability, and variable cost structure have fueled this fast growth. 
Ironically, as the world has gone “digital,” demand for analog chips and components to 
grab continuous, real-world data has also risen quickly. As the breakeven unit decision 
between FPGA and ASIC continues to narrow, one large challenge continues to exist: For 
the FPGA market to continue growing, digital engineers need robust tools and effective 
solutions to integrate mixed-signal functions in their digital designs.  

Three approaches generally exist for integrating Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs) 
with FPGAs: external off-the-shelf components, “mixed-signal” FPGAs, and digital 
ADC implementation. The traditional approach is to add off-the-shelf external ADC 
components. FPGA manufacturers responded to market demand for analog functionality 
by introducing “mixed-signal” FPGAs with ADCs in the packaged device. These mixed-
signal FPGAs have significant advantages and a few drawbacks (really, when do we 
engineers ever get exactly what we want?). A third approach, which can fill in the gaps 
for many applications, is to use a digital ADC IP core to implement ADC functionality 
directly in the digital fabric of an FPGA. All three approaches are significantly different 
and require different flows and tools for effective integration.

The external components approach
The traditional integration of ADCs with FPGAs requires external parts. The process 
involves sourcing and selecting the proper component from an analog parts vendor and 
understanding how that component will affect size and power budgets. Tradeoffs exist 
between size, power, and performance. For many applications where size and power are 
not an issue, this approach works very well. Mixing and matching parts can be an easy 
way to meet cost budgets for projects that do not require strict optimization. Addition-
ally, for very-low-volume applications, this may be the best approach as many simple 
ADCs are low cost. However, with the drive to low-power, portable, and high-reliability 

By Allan Chin

As FPGAs become more 

popular in the electronic design 

community, the approaches and 

tools used to integrate analog 

functions such as ADCs with 

these digital chips must be 

refined. Customer demand for 

high reliability, small footprint, 

and low power means that 

engineers have few choices and 

must look outside the box in 

their approach to mixed-signal 

integration with FPGAs.

Approaches
and tools
for FPGA

mixed-signal 
integration
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electronics in consumer, military, medical, and aerospace applications, there is room 
for improvement. In these markets any external connection point is a possible point of 
failure, so decreasing external part count would be very valuable. Lastly, for these same 
markets, system certification or recertification is an issue due to possible discontinuation 
of a part by a vendor. Certification requires significant resources to be achieved, and is 
easiest if done only once. In space exploration, this can be of particular concern.  

Tools for external part verification
Verification at the PCB level can be divided into two arenas: small designs below 
50 MHz operation and complex designs above 50 MHz. Smaller designs below 50 MHz 
can be verified using interface timing diagrams and a scope. The higher-speed designs 
require simulation tools such as HyperLynx[1] from Mentor Graphics, which is capable 
of board-level verification, signal integrity, and other features. Like all simulators, board-
level simulators also require good models. Most ADC part vendors provide models 
with their semiconductor devices. However, when an FPGA design is involved it takes 
additional time and resources to generate the cycle equivalent model(s) for the FPGA to 
support PCB simulation. No matter the size, speed, or complexity of the PCB design, 
using a CAD tool like HyperLynx will verify and validate signal integrity and ensure 
faster design times.  

The “mixed-signal” approach 
FPGA vendors have done a good job of responding to the market’s need for ADC inte-
gration. Xilinx and Microsemi have great approaches to covering the broad market. 
By placing one or two 500 KSps or 1 MSps ADCs in the package most applications are 
covered. These packages are more reliable than the external components approach, and 
have a smaller overall footprint. These mixed-signal FPGAs naturally command a price 
premium over other FPGA families for providing packaged ADC functionality. Depend-
ing on the product strategy and cost structure, the price premium may be well worth 
paying. For instance, if the product strategy is to constantly lead in terms of performance, 
it probably also commands a price premium, and the unit costs may not be that big of 
a deal. On the flip side, if it has a “continuous cost cutting” strategy, living with this 
approach may be required until needs can be met more adequately.  

Customization is not much of an option in this approach. ADC resolution, sample speed, 
and number of channels are generally fixed by the vendor. This allows FPGA vendors to 
support a large swath of the market, but may come at the expense of the power budget. 
For example, running a voltage measurement at 1 MSps is like using a sledgehammer 
to drive the head of a pin. The extra speed will negatively impact the power budget. 
Complex designs these days can require upwards of 48 measurement channels. With 
mixed-signal FPGAs, adding external analog multiplexers or more mixed-signal FPGAs 
is the only solution to accommodate the number of channels. 

Mixed-signal FPGA simulation and 
verification tools
Currently, FPGA tools for true mixed-
signal simulations are not available. 
ModelSim[2], however, does support 
mixed languages such as Verilog, VHDL, 
and Verilog-A. Depending on the com-
plexity of the analog portion of the 
design, ModelSim can be used to validate 
functionality at the mixed-RTL level. 
A mixed-signal simulator should be used 
to determine analog performance. How-
ever, to determine actual performance 
a true mixed-signal simulator should 
be used, such as Mentor ADMS[3] or 
Cadence AMS[4]. They will also require 
accurate SPICE models to determine 
performance, which might be difficult 
to obtain. Both methods take simulation 
time or functionality, and more simulation 
time to determine actual performance.

Digital implementation approach
Some “analog” functions can also be im-
plemented using only the digital fabric 
of an FPGA or ASIC. A crude scheme can 
be worked up by using an LVDS and small 
set of resistors and capacitors (Figure 1). 
Several white papers from Xilinx, Lattice, 
and others exist on the topic. These papers 
show resolutions of only 8-9 bits while 
requiring very high clocks to achieve that 
performance. Additionally, error rates 
have been shown upwards of 15 percent.  

[Figure 1 | Some analog functions can be implemented using an FPGA or ASIC digital fabric, shown here using an LVDS and a small set of resistors and capacitors.]

Figure 1  |  Some analog functions can be implemented using an FPGA or 
ASIC digital fabric, shown here using an LVDS and a small set of resistors 
and capacitors.
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FPGAs, and digital ADC 

implementation.
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External ADCs are unnecessary because 
a digital ADC is embedded in the FPGA 
fabric. The removal of external parts low-
ers board space, and the digital architec-
ture and slower clocks lower power con-
sumption over a comparable analog ADC. 
Testing is made easy by using the digital
test methodology available from any 
FPGA vendor. These cores can be made rad 
hard/tolerant by using a rad-hard-tolerant
FPGA.  

Despite these many advantages, the 
generic digital ADC technique is severely 
limited in resolution and bandwidth. This 
approach will generally not work for 
applications requiring MHz bandwidths, 
such as RF communication, as those 
bandwidths are much more difficult to 
achieve with digital resources. Here, the 
external parts approach and perhaps the 
mixed-signal FPGA approach hold the 
advantage for those applications. 

Through proprietary signal processing, 
Stellamar can achieve digital ADC per-
formance upwards of 14-bit resolutions 
and 100 kHz bandwidth with error rates 
of less than 1 percent and no temperature 
drift. This method works for applications 
spanning DC measurements, temperature, 
touch, acceleration, motor control, audio,
and some optical networking tasks.
Stellamar works with Xilinx and Microsemi
to provide Digital ADC IP cores to engi-
neering teams that require a customized 
combination of low power, small size, and 
high reliability, and currently works with 
aerospace companies on satellite builds 
and with consumer electronics companies 
looking to reduce part count to lower cost 
and increase reliability. 

Tools for digital simulation
Current FPGA tools are quite adequate 
to perform all digital simulation with an 
embedded digital ADC. This provides a 
level of certainty at the RTL and gate levels
to the entire design before configuring an 
FPGA. This verification and validation is 
achieved by using any Verilog simulator 
supplied with the standard FPGA toolkit, 
which is ModelSim in most cases. Since 
a digital ADC is described in Verilog or 
VHDL, any FPGA can be targeted with-
out the need for additional models other 
than the supplied FPGA digital library. 
With the added flexibility of reprogram-
ming and the availability of different-
sized FPGAs, designers can optimize 
not only the system by defining the exact 
ADC requirements, but also the power

and board. A typical FPGA design flow starts with the instantiation of the digital
ADC IP into the design. Then the entire design is synthesized to the FGPA gates
using the tool provided with the FPGA toolkit. Post-place and route gate level timing 
simulation is usually performed with the provided ModelSim simulator to perform an 
all-digital simulation. This validates the gate level implementation of a mixed-signal 
design without the need of a mixed-signal simulator.

Reintegrating analog and digital
The growth of the FPGA market for high-reliability and low-power applications hinges 
on better integration of “analog” with “digital.” Three approaches for implementing 
ADCs with FPGAs are available. External components can be easy to use but occupy 
more board space. Mixed-signal FPGAs are easily accessible and offer great perfor-
mance, but are technology-dependent, more expensive than standard FPGAs, and are 
limited in array size. Embedded Digital ADC cores are technology-independent and offer 
a migration path to ASICs, use digital testing, and are optimized for size and power;  their 
main drawback is a limitation on bandwidth.  

From a system perspective, the mixed-signal FPGAs and embedded Digital ADCs are 
best for systems that require certification, such as medical, consumer, and military 
devices, as they remove the possibility of a system change due to end-of-life of an exter-
nal ADC.  

Good mixed signal integration starts with understanding what signals are being measured 
and what is required to measure those signals. Once requirements are accurately estab-
lished, an approach can be selected. No matter which method is used, a PCB simulation 
should be run at the board level in all cases. The ability to use a Digital ADC core can 
simplify the design integration and validation of an FPGA-based mixed-signal design.

Each approach and tool set have real value to the engineering team, but each have their 
drawbacks. Looking to the future, more analog functions such as power management 
and clocking will be able to take advantage of digital tool sets for modeling and testing. 

REFERENCES
[1] Mentor Graphics HyperLynx: http://www.mentor.com/products/pcb-system-design/circuit-

simulation/hyperlynx-signal-integrity/
[2] ModelSim: http://model.com/
[3] Mentor Graphics Mentor ADMS: http://www.mentor.com/products/ic_nanometer_design/events/

adms_mixed_signal_workshop
[4] Cadence AMS: http://www.cadence.com/products/pcb/ams_simulator/pages/default.aspx
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Multi-vendor, multi-mode Triple Modular Redundancy
Synthesis-based multi-vendor, multi-mode TMR comes in three 
forms. Deciding on which one to use depends mostly on the 
application’s mitigation requirements. In general, it’s safe to 
declare TMR to be a commonly used and proven methodology 
for radiation mitigation of Single Event Effects (SEEs) in FPGA 
devices. The methodology can be very effective but is not perfect, 
and, as is true for all protection options, its limitations must 
be weighed against other design considerations, such as where 
the FPGA will be used. For example, many designers of space 
systems are at pains to guard against hard errors, including 
single-event latch up, single-event gate rupture, single-event 
burnout, and total ionizing dose. Such errors are often best pre-
vented with antifuse, flash, or SRAM hardened architectures 

In contrast, FPGAs are used in a host of environments that, 
though less severe, still pose the risk of radiation-induced soft 
errors. These don’t permanently damage a device, but rather flip 
a digital “1” or “0” and thus snarl sequential or combinational 
logic. Synthesis-based mitigation that automatically adds either 
TMR or safer FSMs is most suited to soft errors. 

TMR reduces single points of failure by triplication. Deter-
mining which units to triplicate will depend on the location of 
radiation-related weaknesses in the device. The three different 
TMR schemes described below protect different structures and 
guard against varying effects.  

The first and most basic method is referred to as local TMR.
Protecting sequential elements from SEUs involves tripling and 

New tool for FPGA designers
mitigates soft errors
within synthesis

By Roger D. Do

New technology to protect against radiation-induced upsets and soft errors in FPGAs automatically adds 

triple modular redundancy or safe Finite State Machine (FSM) encoding at synthesis. The approach 

addresses an inexorable trend associated with Moore’s Law: As silicon geometries continue to shrink, the 

possibility of soft errors or radiation effect upsets increase dramatically not only for aerospace applications, 

but also for FPGA designs destined for ground-level applications. 

R
adiation effects that can disrupt system operation and
lead to circuit failure have long challenged engineers 
designing FPGAs for aerospace and high-reliability 
applications. Now, as silicon geometries continue to 
shrink, leading in turn to increased circuit density, these 

same radiation effects can potentially plague designs even 
at ground level. Yet even as the problem looms larger, a new 
technique to automatically add redundancy and other protection 
at synthesis stands to make things at least a little bit easier.  

The alternative approach to adding redundant circuitry to a device 
is manually coding mitigation features in HDL, which does 
work despite being difficult, error prone, and not easy to verify. 
In addition, this approach often causes design performance to 
suffer quite a bit. For example, a simple counter can usually be 
coded in 13 lines of code. Manually triplicating all the logic takes 
more than 60 lines of code, including special coding structures 
that require specific, and most likely scarce, knowledge. Deep 
knowledge of the synthesis tool is also needed to prevent it from 
optimizing away the new logic a developer just sweated to add 
by hand. 

By contrast, synthesis-based mitigation – which adds either 
multi-vendor, multi-mode Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR), 
or Single Event Upset (SEU)-detect safer Finite State Machines 
(FSMs) – requires less expertise in both HDL coding and the 
tool itself. The bottom line: Automatically inserting mitigation 
technology during RTL logic synthesis reduces the risk of 
functional errors and excessive impacts on performance and 
area utilization. 
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then voting on registers and other sequential elements such as 
embedded RAM blocks, sequential DSP blocks, and shift-register 
blocks. The majority voter (Figure 1) votes out a single bit error, 
which is essentially masked by the other two correct signals.
[Figure 1 | Local TMRs use a majority voter method to vote out single bit errors.]

Local TMR (Figure 2) only protects the sequential elements 
from SEUs, and, therefore, leaves the global clock network 
vulnerable. Additionally, the combinatorial logic, including the 
voters, remains susceptible to Single Event Transients (SETs). 
An SET occurs when an SEE causes a glitch to propagate through 
the circuit.
[Figure 2 | With local TMR, the global clock network and combinatorial logic remain vulnerable.]

The second of the three TMR methods, distributed TMR,
further protects against SETs in the combinatorial logic and 
voters (Figure 3). In addition to triplicating the sequential 

Figure 1  |  Local TMRs use a majority voter method to 
vote out single bit errors.

Figure 2  |  With local TMR, the global clock network and 
combinatorial logic remain vulnerable.

Figure 3  |  Distributed TMR triplicates combinatorial logic, 
eliminating single points of failure in combinatorial paths.

logic, distributed TMR also triplicates the combinatorial 
logic, including the voters. This eliminates the single points of 
failure in the combinatorial paths and voters, but leaves the global 
resources, such as clocks and resets, still vulnerable. Distributed 
TMR protects against both SEUs and SETs in the combinational 
logic, and also against configuration SRAM upset for user logic 
and data routes. SET protection may be a concern at high enough 
Linear Energy Transfer (LET)[1]. An added benefit of distributed 
TMR is that an SEU in the configuration memory of any of the 
data cones will be masked by the other two cones and voters. 
[Figure 3 | Distributed TMR triplicates combinatorial logic, eliminating single points of failure in combinatorial paths.]

A third TMR method, global TMR (Figure 4), includes all the 
mitigation of distributed TMR, where registers, combinational 
logic, and voters are triplicated, plus triplication of global buffers 
such as clocks and resets. This scheme outright eliminates the 
single points of failure in the user logic.
[Figure 4 | By triplicating global buffers, Global TMR eliminates single points of failure in user logic.]

“SEU-detect” FSMs
Besides adding various forms of TMR, it’s now possible to 
automatically implement safer FSMs with synthesis. Safer 
FSMs may be preferred when protecting control logic is deemed 
to be the most critical mitigation goal. The basic principle 
behind a safe FSM is preventing the state machine from getting 
stuck in an unknown state due to an SEU. Consider a simple 
binary encoded FSM that uses only three states. Most synthesis 
tools run in default mode will optimize away all states that are 
unspecified or otherwise considered unreachable. Thus, when the 
device experiences an SEU and one of the register bits is inverted, 
the FSM can be put into an undefined, invalid state, which locks 
up the circuit. 

The simple safe FSM available in most synthesis tools will 
implement all states, even those not explicitly specified, with 
defined behavior. However, one issue not accounted for is invalid 
transitions to otherwise legitimate FSM states, as shown in the 
simple binary FSM in Figure 5. Allowing these is unaccept-
able for many applications, hence the simple scheme really only 
works for one-hot encoding, an area-intensive alternative.
[Figure 5 | Safe FSMs available in more synthesis tools ignore invalid transitions to otherwise legitimate FSM states.]
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The new synthesis technology can implement “SEU-detect” safer 
FSMs, where full SEU detection can be done for all encoding
schemes, such as area-efficient binary and Gray. The scheme 
uses a Hamming-2 algorithm that can detect any illegal state 
transition (Note that an SEU will still interrupt circuit operation, 
sending the safe FSM to a default/reset state).

A more automated, verifiable approach for NASA
Mentor Graphics Precision Hi-Rel, which launched in June 2010 
as Precision Rad-Tolerant, incorporates mitigation circuitry dur-
ing RTL logic synthesis. Precision’s Triple Module Redundancy 
technology was developed with guidance from NASA, which 
has decades of experience in dealing with radiation effects on 
everything from electronics to astronauts. As confirmed by their 
own research, most off-the-shelf devices, rad-tolerant or not, 
need additional protection if the radiation environment is severe 
enough. For example, devices that protect against SEUs may not 

Figure 4  |  By triplicating global buffers, Global TMR 
eliminates single points of failure in user logic.

protect against SETs at high enough LET levels. And in order 
to use large-capacity, low-cost, and reprogrammable commercial 
devices, extra protection typically needs to be provided for both 
SEU and SET mitigation. While hand-coding TMR is viable, the 
method is laborious and time consuming. NASA asked for a more 
automated, verifiable approach to TMR for SRAM-, flash-, and 
antifuse-based devices. As desired, the synthesis-based approach 
not only automates SEU and SET-level protection for these 
device architectures, but also provides an equivalence checking 
flow to make sure the new circuitry preserves original design 
functionality.

More a flu shot than a once-in-a-lifetime vaccination
Considering risks from radiation is a tricky business, involving 
lots of guesswork about everything from the cost of device failure 
to the likelihood that a scarce energetic particle will hit a device 
in just such a way as to cause a problem. Two things, though, are 
certain: First, radiation effects will remain a persistent concern, 
and not just for aerospace and defense applications, but also for 
other ground-level high-reliability applications. Denser tangles 
of circuitry in effect produce bigger targets for those stray par-
ticles. Second, while inserting protection at the push of a button 
is a novel approach, it’s not a foolproof and/or final inoculation. 
Addressing the issue of radiation will almost always involve 
weighing a combination of technologies that together meet 
design, budget, and mitigation requirements.

Roger D. Do is a senior technical marketing 
engineer at Mentor Graphics with more than
18 years of FPGA experience, including previous 
roles in applications engineering and product 
marketing with Texas Instruments, Lucent 
Technologies, Vantis Corporation, and Lattice 
Semiconductor. Roger holds a B.S. in Electrical 
Engineering from Texas A&M University.

Mentor Graphics
roger_do@mentor.com

www.mentor.com
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Figure 5  |  Safe FSMs available in more 
synthesis tools ignore invalid transitions to 
otherwise legitimate FSM states.
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®

Editor’s Choice
Get a jump start on software development for ARM-based SoC FPGAs

Altera has announced development of a family of ARM-based SoC FPGAs, which will provide users with
single-chip solutions that integrate an industrial-grade dual-core 800 MHz ARM Cortex-A9 processor with Altera’s 28 nm low-power
Cyclone V and Arria V FPGAs. Each core in the Altera SoC FPGA processor system includes a ARM NEON media processing engine and a single/double-
precision floating point unit with 32 KB/32 KB (instruction/data) of L1 cache per core. The pair of processors shares an Error Correcting Code (ECC) 
protected 512 KB L2 cache. Additional hard IP in the SoC FPGAs will include up to three multiport memory controllers with ECC for DDR2/3, Mobile DDR, 
and LPDDR2 memories. For flash memories, the SoC FPGAs include a Queued Serial Peripheral Interface (QSPI) for NOR and a NAND controller, both with 
ECC. The SoC FPGAs also provide up to two PCIe Gen 2 x4 interfaces as hard IP, and soft IP is available for users who require PCIe x8 configurations.

Altera has also partnered with EDA vendor Synopsys on the development of a new virtual prototyping system for the SoC FPGAs, which the company has 
dubbed a Virtual Target. Hardware designers will also be able to use Altera’s Quartus II design software, and the Qsys system integration tool. Software 
designers will be able to perform immediate device-specific embedded software development for the processor system in the SoC FPGA devices prior to 
availability of silicon. According to Altera, the Virtual Target is a binary- and register-compatible, functional equivalent of an SoC FPGA board, which will 
enable users to transfer software developed on the Virtual Target to the actual 
board with minimal effort when it is available. Altera is supporting Linux and
the Wind River VxWorks RTOSs in the Virtual Target, and software engineers can 
also continue to employ the ecosystem of ARM development tools. The Virtual 
Target includes the same processor and system peripherals that will be in the 
Cyclone V and Arria V SoC FPGAs, along with real board-level I/O connectivity 
to a host PC, including DDR SDRAM, Ethernet, USB, and flash memory. Altera 
is also planning to offer an optional FPGA-in-the-loop extension to the Virtual 
Target, which will enable users to connect an Altera FPGA development board
to the PC-based Virtual Target over a PCIe interface for development of 
customer-designed FPGA-based IP.

Altera Corporation  •  www.altera.com
www.dsp-fpga.com/p365824
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level of performance with a high-level 
design flow is much more challenging 
than with DSP processors, again due to 
the many degrees of freedom offered by 
the FPGA architecture. Several recent 
developments in DSP tools can address 
these challenges of FPGA design, includ-
ing model-based design and matrix 
processing.

Model-based design
An alternative FPGA design flow called 
model-based design utilizes MathWorks’ 
Simulink environment. The appeal of 
Simulink is that it understands the con-
cept of clock cycles and allows for the 
description of hardware architectures, 
yet provides the fully integrated envi-
ronment of MATLAB and Simulink to 
perform modeling and simulation of 
both the test bench and the system under 
development. Product offerings from 
Altera, MathWorks, and Xilinx allow 
development of FPGAs using an inte-
grated tool flow where the designer 
operates largely within the MathWorks 
tool environment. The Altera and Xilinx 
Simulink-based tool flows naturally allow 
the designer to target only their respective 
FPGA products, while Simulink HDL 
coder allows the designer to target Altera 
or Xilinx FPGAs, or generic hardware for 
ASIC designers.

M
any applications demand more DSP performance than DSP processors
can deliver, such as radar, wireless, and broadcast video systems. To service 
these, an alternate technology has become prevalent: the FPGA. FPGAs 
grew out of their simpler CPLD cousins, and quickly grew in size and I/O 
capabilities. Once multipliers were introduced into the FPGA logic fabric, 

they became powerful DSP platforms. FPGAs soon contained hundreds and then 
thousands of multipliers. The multipliers morphed into DSP blocks that contained 
special circuitry to support FIR filters and FFTs. But the key advantage was the 
sheer degree of parallelism offered by FPGAs, which could not be replicated by DSP 
processors; high-end FPGAs contain billions of multiply accumulates per second 
compared to DSPs.

FPGAs are programmable hardware, and, with some exception, tend to have fairly 
static hardware configurations within any given design. The data processing tends to 
resemble a manufacturing assembly line, where each programmable circuit is config-
ured to perform a specific function. This leverages the massive parallelism properties for 
the FPGA. This also leads to a different sort of design flow using hardware languages 
Verilog and VHDL. These languages describe the operation of the hardware at a fairly 
detailed level. They also accommodate the much higher degree of freedom offered by 
FPGA designs. In contrast to processors, the FPGA designer can use custom word widths 
tailored to the needs of the algorithm at each stage of processing. FPGAs offer thousands 
of memory blocks, allowing for easy storage of interim data states without the bottleneck 
of a single or few memory buses and interfaces used in processor architectures.

However, this degree of freedom tends to also make FPGAs more difficult to program, 
akin to DSPs in the assembly language era. Efforts have been made to develop 
C compilers for FPGAs, but they have had limited adoption to date. The developers of 
these “C-to-gates” tools face the challenge of describing parallel hardware architecture 
using a software language that is aimed at serial processing. When modifications are 
made to the software language to allow the designer to describe this parallelism, it tends 
to work against the inherent ease of use and familiarity of the programming language. 
Another challenge, similar to that experienced with DSP processor C compilers in 
the past, is being able to achieve the same level of FPGA efficiency and performance 
possible for designers using HDL languages Verilog or VHDL. Achieving the same 

New developments in
DSP design tools

By Michael Parker

Modern FPGAs feature advanced DSP blocks and DSP resources 
that support a high degree of data processing and throughput. The 

challenge is to develop a high-level design flow that allows designers to 
unleash the DSP capabilities of FPGAs. There have been several recent 

developments in DSP tools that have enabled the FPGA industry 
to excel in design productivity, reusability, fixed and floating 

point circuitry, and sheer computational throughput.
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The various Simulink design flows tend to mimic the same techniques used in Verilog 
and VHDL. The designer specifies fixed-point word widths for each operation, deter-
mines the number of register delays or pipelining at each stage of the design, and utilizes 
local memory structures of various widths and depths. The tool output then passes to the 
FPGA vendor’s synthesis and place and route tools, after which the circuit Fmax and logic 
resource utilization can be determined.

Automating optimization
To introduce additional capability, another alternative allows the designer to describe 
what they want to do at an algorithmic level, and automate the many levels of optimiza-
tion required to achieve high performance in an FPGA rather than trying to describe
the design at the same level as HDL languages. For example, take a simple adder
circuit. Normally, the designer needs to determine how much to break apart the 
adder chain and how many levels of pipeline registers need to be inserted. Within the
Simulink environment, the designer describes an adder of any length (number of bits), 
the FPGA family used, and the Fmax at which the design is to run. The tool has access
to all device timing details, so it can decide how much to break the adder chain and
insert pipeline register stages in order to meet the designer’s Fmax requirements. This 
process is repeated throughout the entire design and frees the designer from the tedious 
process of optimizing the design to the latest device features or pipelining to meet the 
required clock rate (known as closing timing). This works well for small designs, such as 
individual FIR filters that can run at over 450 MHz, and large designs that can typically 
operate in excess of 350 MHz, which is on par with skilled HDL designer results. This 
results in a high degree of design portability and even “future proofing” of designs. The 
design itself is not optimized for a particular FPGA, but the tools can target a design for 
low-cost, mid-range, or high-end FPGAs (with allowances for reasonable Fmax). It will 
also allow a design to be optimized for future device families and features that do not 
exist today.

Multiple channels, folding, and polyphasing
Another development is the ability to perform multiple channels on any algorithmic 
datapath in a parameterizable way. The tool will automatically schedule the different 
channels to share resources and generate the necessary control logic. In fact, multi-
channel often benefits the tool, as the multiple channels allow further pipeline registering 
to be done using the interleaved register delays necessary to accommodate the multiple 
channels, particularly for recursive designs. Folding, or use of the same resource for 
multiple operations within the same data stream, can also be performed as needed to 
reduce logic and multiplier resources. The contrasting technique, known as polyphasing, 
can be performed automatically, which allows the FPGA to interface to data convertors 
operating at multiple Giga Samples per second (GSps). 

Floating point circuits and matrix processing
The ability to generate floating point circuits is one of the most significant advances 
now available to FPGA designers. Traditionally, FPGAs are not used for computing 
algorithms and linear algebra applications, as the tools and IP available were inefficient 
and too low performance. The dynamic range and numerical fidelity of floating point 
were simply not available to FPGA designers. This advance in FPGA tools changes this 
paradigm by offering high-performance floating point processing across a design in the 
largest FPGAs.

One of the biggest applications for floating point in FPGAs is matrix processing. Support
for vector data types is available, allowing the designer to manipulate and perform
operations upon entire vectors rather than describing each element in the vector. For 
example, a large floating point vector dot product, which is the fundamental building 
block of many matrix algorithms, can be described simply in a couple of multiply and 
add blocks. 

DSP Builder from Altera Corporation allows designers to build their own matrix
processing cores, which at runtime can support various sizes of matrices. BDTI, a DSP 
benchmarking company, recently evaluated this tool for high-performance floating point 
designs. The Cholesky decomposition, including forward and backward substitution
processing, was chosen to demonstrate both design methodology and performance. This 
is commonly used for matrix inversion, particularly for a large class of problems utilizing 
covariance matrices.

Further benchmarks have been developed using 28 nm FPGAs, showing that six
matrix inversion cores, each performing 3,000 matrix inversions (technically

Cholesky decompositions) per second 
upon a [240 x 240] matrix can be imple-
mented within a single large FPGA. 
This is an aggregate of 18,000 [240 x 
240] matrices per second per FPGA. For 
smaller matrices, such as [20 x 20], a sin-
gle FPGA can process up to 18,000,000 
[20 x 20] matrices per second.

A designer might not need that level of 
performance, but, for instance, a radar 
application might need a throughput of 
6,000 [240 x 240] matrix inversions per 
second, which would consume about one- 
third of a large FPGA’s resources. The 
remainder of the FPGA could be used
for other functions, such as pulse com-
pression, Doppler processing, and cova-
riance matrix estimation. All of these 
can be implemented in the same FPGA, 
using a mixture of fixed or floating point
processing as required. This alleviates 
many of the current data flow bottlenecks 
in complex systems such as modern radar.

On the path to a better
DSP tool future
DSP chips now support both float-
ing point and fixed-point circuits, so 
designers don’t have to choose between 
high-performance fixed-point DSP chip
families or lower-performance floating 
point DSP families as they have in the 
past. DSP tools have also come a long 
way and will continue to evolve. Even-
tually, many expect that C or software-
based descriptions of hardware archi-
tectures such as FPGAs will become 
competitive and ubiquitous. But today, 
recent design tool developments utilizing 
Simulink have hit the high water mark 
for design productivity, reusability, fixed
and floating point circuitry, and sheer 
computational throughput.

Michael Parker is 
DSP Product Planning 
Architect at Altera. He 
joined the company 
in January 2007 and 
has more than 20 
years of DSP wireless 
engineering design 
experience. He holds 
an MSEE from Santa Clara University, 
and a BSEE from Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute. He authored a book entitled 
“Digital Signal Processing 101,” 
published in 2010, and has published 
more than 20 technical articles on DSP, 
radar, and floating point. 

Altera Corporation
mparker@altera.com

www.altera.com
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Development Tools: EDA tools

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364972

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400 
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com

ISE® Design Suite 13 maximizes productivity by leveraging open 
industry standards to accelerate design creation, verifi cation,
implementation, and lower system power for design teams target-
ing Xilinx FPGAs and Extensible Processing Platforms. New to the 
award-winning design tool and IP suite are enhancements that 
improve productivity across SoC design teams, including the progres-
sion towards true plug-and-play IP targeting Spartan-6, Virtex-6 and
7 series FPGAs, including the industry-leading 2-million-logic-cell 
Virtex-7 2000T device.

ISE® Design Suite 13

 › Plug-and-Play IP – The new AMBA® 4 AXI-4 interconnect protocol IP enables design teams to easily customize their system topology for either 
performance or area, resulting in optimal system bandwidth for interconnect and memory interfaces. 

 › Accelerated Verifi cation – Leveraging Xilinx’s large portfolio of development boards, kits, and Xilinx’s ISE Simulator new hardware Co-Simulation, 
verifi cation engineers can test implemented blocks of the design while leaving blocks under development in the simulator, accelerating overall 
verifi cation by up to 100 times faster than native simulation.

 › Design Analysis – PlanAhead accelerates time to production with an integrated front-to-back environment with design analysis at each phase 
of the design cycle – RTL development, IP integration, verifi cation, synthesis, place, and route. The end result is rapid convergence on power 
consumption, resource utilization, and performance with fewer time-consuming design iterations.

 › Team Design – The new team design methodology addresses the challenge of multiple engineers working on a single project by providing a 
methodology for groups of developers to work in parallel.

 › Enhanced Optimizations – Advanced optimizations, including intelligent clock gating that provides up to 30 percent dynamic power reduction, 
facilitates faster timing closure and timing preservation, increasing overall productivity and reducing design iterations.

FEATURES

Development Tools                 23 DSP Board-Level Products      25 FPGA Hardware                     33 FPGA & CPLD ICs                  54
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Development Tools: EDA tools

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Develop your application very quickly and easily with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily and quickly 
build and test their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used 
in the fi eld.

Use CoreFire’s graphical interface to drag and drop library elements 
onto the design window. Modify your input and output types, num-
bers of bits, and other core variables by changing module param-
eters with pull-down menus. The modules automatically provide 
correct timing and clock control. Insert debug modules to report 
actual hardware values for hardware-in-the-loop debugging. Hit the 
Build button to check for errors and as-built core sizes and to build 
an encrypted EDIF fi le. Use the Xilinx ISE tool to place and route each 
FPGA design. Modify and use the jar fi le or the C program created
by the CoreFire Build to load your new fi le into your WILDSTAR
and I/O card hardware. Use the CoreFire Debugger to view and
modify register and memory contents in the FPGA and to step through 
the datafl ow of your design running in the real physical hardware.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 proven, reusable, high-performance cores, including FIR and 
CIC fi lters, a channelizer, and the world’s fastest FFT. We support 
conversion between data types: bit, signed and unsigned integers, 
single precision fl oating point, integer and fl oating point complex, 
and arrays. A few of the newly added array cores include array
composition and decomposition; slice, parallelize, serialize, repack, 
split, merge, reorder, rotate, and concatenate transformations; 
matrix math, sliding windows, and convolutions.

The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire enables our 
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

CoreFire

 › Datafl ow-based – automatically generates intermodule control 
fabric

 › Drag-and-drop graphical interface
 › Work at high conceptual level – concentrate on solving algorithmic 
problems

 › Hardware-in-the-loop debugging
 › More than 1,000 modules incorporate years of application
experience

 › Reduce risk with COTS boards and software
 › Save time to market
 › Save development dollars
 › Easily port completed applications to new technology chips
and boards

 › Training and custom application development available
 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform
the competition

 › Annual node locked or networked license; includes customer 
support and updates

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p340085
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DSP Board-Level Products: Design platforms

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p363936

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

Xilinx® FPGAs exceed the computing power of DSPs with their 
inherent parallelism and offer co-processing methods of perfor-
mance acceleration for signal processing. The Xilinx Spartan®-6 
FPGA DSP Kit integrates hardware, IP, software development tools 
and methodologies together into solutions that accelerate develop-
ment for experienced users and simplify the adoption of FPGAs for 
new users. With the addition of targeted reference designs, these 
DSP platforms enable users to focus on creating their own unique 
differentiation from the very beginning of the product development 
process.

This kit includes the Xilinx Spartan-6 LX150T board and allows 
users to quickly learn the different tool fl ows and design techniques 
involved in creating DSP centric designs with the Spartan-6 FPGA 
family. Traditional RTL design methodologies are also supported 
through a design implementation that uses ISE Design Suite: Logic 
Edition and LogicCore DSP IP.

Avnet Spartan-6 FPGA DSP Kit

 › Xilinx Spartan-6 LX150T board

 › Cables, Power Supply and Compact Flash

 › Xilinx ISE® Design Suite – System Edition Software (device locked
to Spartan-6 LX150T)

 › Includes EDK and System Generator™ for DSP

 › The MathWorks Simulink® evaluation tools

 › DSP reference design tutorials

 › Kit documentation

FEATURES

DSP Board-Level Products: Design platforms

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365877

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com

Avnet TI/OMAP Spartan-6 FPGA Co-Processing Kit 

FPGAs can be used to accelerate traditional processor/DSP systems 
up to 15X. Conventional system design methods, however, are insuf-
fi cient to meet the requirements of today’s ultra-high performance 
applications. The inherent parallel nature and optimized DSP blocks 
in an FPGA enable intelligent “co-processing” execution of massive
signal processing computations that accelerate your system to
optimally meet your most demanding performance requirements.

The TI OMAP/Spartan-6 FPGA Co-Processing Development Kit is 
a sophisticated platform that delivers breakthrough system per-
formance by integrating and optimizing the key strengths of high 
performance FPGAs, system control processing, and digital signal 
processing, all within one single environment. While an ARM9 CPU 
provides run control and executes Real Time Operating Systems
like embedded Linux, and a C674X DSP can be dedicated to
specifi c signal processing algorithms, a fl exible Spartan-6 FPGA
can be focused on the performance bottlenecks to accelerate data 
path applications.

 › Avnet Spartan®-6 Development Board including Spartan-6 LX45T 
FPGA

 › Cables, power supply and compact fl ash

 › ISE® Design Suite: System Edition (Device-locked to the Spartan-6 
LX45T FPGA)

 › Texas Instruments Code Composer Studio

 › MathWorks® MATLAB – evaluation version

 › Kit documentation 

FEATURES
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DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded

For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

The VPXI-ePC is a 3U VPX embedded computer system that provides 
a performance architecture for instrumentation, signal processing 
and embedded computing applications. Four expansion slots, plus 
an IO/HDD drive are in a compact, half rack 4U enclosure. The 
VPX-COMEX CPU combines an Intel Architecture COM Express 
CPU module with timing and communications features. Real-time, 
data-intensive operation is built on multiple, high performance 
data planes employing both centralized and mesh topology inter-
connections between the cards.

VPXI integrates timing features into the VPX architecture providing 
synchronized high performance clock and trigger features to each 
slot. Peripheral slots receive a dedicated clock and trigger input, as 
well as several shared coordination signals. These signals are used 
by VPX-COP, X6 and X3 IO card families and support simultaneous 
and coordinated sampling. An optional high-precision GPS can be 
used with the VPX-COMEX as a timing reference.

The backbone of the system in the VPXI-ePC are the PCIe and SRIO 
planes in the VPXI system. Each plane can sustain data rates over 
500 MB/s concurrently on PCIe and SRIO planes. The SRIO data 
plane also has a x4 optical link on the front panel supporting 12 Gbps 
connection.

The VPXI may host one VPX-COMEX CPU card to create a Windows/
Linux/VxWorks-compatible PC. The VPXI-ePC can run the same 
applications as a desktop system. Performance OSs such as Linux 
Xenomai and VxWorks are available for real-time applications. 

VPXI-ePC 

 › VPX for Instrumentation 
–  3U OpenVPX embedded computer system 
–  Integrated timing and triggering 
–  Advanced multiple plane connectivity 
–  Rugged with wide-temperature options

 › Embedded PC 
–  Runs Windows, Linux or VxWorks 
–  COM Express module with Intel i5/i7 CPU with up to 8 GB memory 
–  Gb Ethernet, 4x USB, DisplayPort video 
–  256 GB SSD + up to 3 removable drives

 › Half (1/2) rack, 4U system 
–  Six slots total: CPU slot + 4 OpenVPX Peripheral Slots + Storage/
–  I/O Slot 
–  Compatible with many OpenVPX cards 
–  Up to 3 HDD/SSD storage slots 
–  Supports Innovative X3/X5/X6 and VPX-COP

 › Integrated timing and triggering features 
–  Synchronized, multi-card sampling 
–  Internal or external clock/references 
–  Generate low phase noise sample clocks from 0.125 to 1 GHz 
–  10 MHz, 0.5 ppm stable clock reference 
–  Optional GPS-disciplined reference

 › Advanced architecture supports multiple data planes 
–  PCI Express and SRIO planes 
–  Mesh interconnects all I/O cards 
–  Front panel x4 optical link for SRIO

 › Rear Terminal Modules for I/O and CPU slots 
–  Forced air cooling with upper and lower fans 
–  Integrated 500W power supply 
–  Expands to additional VPXI chassis using cable PCI Express
–  option

APPLICATIONS
 › Remote, Autonomous I/O
 › Mobile Instrumentation
 › Distributed Data Acquisition
 › Signal Processing Clusters 

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p364944

Innovative Integration
2390-A Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA 93065
www.innovative-dsp.com
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DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded

For more information, contact: sales@traquair.com

Traquair Data Systems, Inc.
114 Sheldon Road • Ithaca, NY 14850
607-266-6000
www.traquair.com

The micro-line series of embedded DSP/FPGA boards provides 
embedded systems developers with a tightly integrated suite of 
programmable DSP, FPGA, and I/O resources in small, stand-alone 
capable board formats.

micro-line C6412Compact and C641xCPU DSP/FPGA boards
target high-performance integer DSP applications, using the Texas 
Instruments TMS320C6410, TMS320C6412, TMS320C6413, and 
TMS320C6418 DSPs.

The micro-line C6412Compact combines a powerful 720 MHz 
TMS320C6412 DSP processor, up to 128 MB SDRAM, 8 or 32 MB
fl ash ROM, and a high-density 1M gate or  4M gate Spartan-3 FPGA. 
The optionally programmable FPGA greatly expands processing 
and interfacing possibilities. Two independent 400 Mbps 1394a 
FireWire interfaces are included, enabling simultaneous high-
bandwidth video-in and video-out for a completely integrated video 
processing system. A 64-bit bus connects the DSP, FPGA, SDRAM, 
and FireWire resources. Onboard USB 2.0 and 10/100BASE-Tx
Ethernet interfaces round off the impressive feature set available on 
the C6412Compact.

The C641xCPU family of boards features a smaller (98 mm x 67 mm 
footprint) and leaner confi guration, with up to 64 MB SDRAM, 8 MB 
FLASH ROM, and a high-density 500K gate, 1M gate, or 1.6M gate 
Spartan-3E FPGA. 

Optional Analog I/O daughtercards can also be used with the 
C6412Compact and C641xCPU boards:

ORS-112 (16-bit A/D/A)
• 4-ch A/D 2.5 MSps; 4-ch D/A 625 KSps

ORS-114 (14-bit A/D/A)
• 2-ch A/D 65 MSps; 2-ch D/A 125 MSps 

• 4-ch A/D 65 MSps; 4-ch D/A 62.5 MSps

ORS-116 (16-bit A/D/A)
• 12-ch A/D 250 KSps; 12-ch D/A 100 KSps

micro-line C641x DSP/FPGA Boards

 › C6412Compact Features:
• 720 MHz TMS320C6412 integer DSP
• 1M gate or 4M gate Spartan-3 FPGA; up to 211 confi gurable
 I/O pins
• Up to 128 MB SDRAM
• Up to 32 MB fl ash ROM for DSP and FPGA boot code, as well as
 non-voltatile parameter/data storage
• Two independent IEEE1394a FireWire interfaces for streaming
 data in/out simultaneously
• 10/100BASE-Tx Ethernet interface
• USB 2.0 and RS-232 interfaces
• External access to DSP Processor I/O interfaces: 64-bit EMIF, 
 XF0/1 pins, Timer input/output pins, McBSP ports, I2C, and
 16-/32-bit HPI
• 120 mm x 72 mm footprint; ISO9001:2000 accredited production
 and CE certifi cation

 › C641xCPU Features:
• 400 MHz TMS320C6410, 500MHz TMS320C6413 or 500 MHz
 TMS320C6418 integer DSP
• 500K gate, 1.2M gate, or 1.6M gate density Xilinx
 Spartan™-3E FPGA; up to 98 confi gurable digital I/O pins
• Up to 64 MB SDRAM
• 8 MB fl ash ROM for DSP and FPGA boot code, as well as
 non-voltatile parameter/data storage
• RS-232 interface
• External access to DSP Procesor I/O interfaces: 32-bit
 EMIF, XF0/1 pins, Timer input/output pins, McASP and
 McBSP ports, I2C, and HPI
• 98 mm x 67 mm footprint; ISO9001:2000 accredited production
 and CE certifi cation

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p365875
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DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded

For more information, contact: sales@traquair.com

Traquair Data Systems, Inc
114 Sheldon Road • Ithaca, NY 14850
607-266-6000
www.traquair.com

The micro-line series of embedded DSP/FPGA boards provides 
embedded systems developers with a tightly integrated suite of 
programmable DSP, FPGA, and I/O resources in small, stand-alone 
capable board formats.

micro-line C6713Compact and C6713CPU DSP/FPGA boards target
high-performance fl oating-point DSP applications, using the power-
ful Texas Instruments TMS320C6713 DSP.

The C6713Compact combines a powerful 300 MHz TMS320C6713 
fl oating-point DSP processor, up to 128 MB SDRAM, 8 MB boot
program ROM and an on-board, high-density Xilinx Spartan-6 LX 
or Virtex-II FPGA (optionally pro grammable). The FPGA greatly 
expands processing and hardware interfacing options. A 400 Mbps 
IEEE 1394a FireWire interface is also included onboard, for commu-
nications with other embedded DSP resources, cameras, sensors, 
and PCs. Software APIs are available to utilize the FireWire interface 
for general purposes, video frame capture from cameras, and data 
storage to hard drives and CompactFlash memory.

The C6713CPU offers a smaller (98 mm x 67 mm footprint) and leaner 
confi guration, which has up to 64 MB SDRAM, and 2 MB fl ash ROM, 
along with a high-density 400K gate or 1M gate Spartan-3 FPGA.

Optional Analog I/O daughtercards can also be used with the 
C6713Compact and C6713CPU boards:

ORS-112 (16-bit A/D/A)
• 4-ch A/D 2.5 MSps; 4-ch D/A 625 KSps

ORS-114 (14-bit A/D/A)
• 2-ch A/D 65 MSps; 2-ch D/A 125 MSps

• 4-ch A/D 65 MSps; 4-ch D/A 62.5 MSps

ORS-116 (16-bit A/D/A)
• 12-ch A/D 250 KSps; 12-ch D/A 100 KSps

micro-line C6713 DSP/FPGA Boards

 › C6713Compact Features:
• 300 MHz TMS320C6713 fl oating-point DSP
• Spartan 6 (LX45, LX75, LX100 or LX150) or Virtex-II (250-kGate,
 500kGate, or 1MGate) FPGA; up to 160 confi gurable digital
 I/O pins
• Up to 128 MB SDRAM
• 8 MB fl ash ROM for DSP and FPGA boot code, as well as
 non-voltatile parameter/data storage
• Onboard 400 Mbps IEEE1394a FireWire interface
• RS-232 interface
• External access to TMS320C6713 DSP I/O interfaces:
 32-bit EMIF, XF0/1 pins, Timer input/output pins, McASP and
 McBSP ports, I2C, and HPI
• 120 mm x 67 mm footprint; ISO9001:2000 accredited production
 and CE certifi cation

 › C6713CPU Features:
• 300 MHz TMS320C6713 fl oating-point DSP
• 400K gate or 1M gate Spartan-3 FPGA; up to
 96 confi gurable digital I/O pins
• 64 MB SDRAM
• 2 MB fl ash ROM for DSP and FPGA boot code, as well as
 non-voltatile parameter/data storage
• RS-232 interface
• External access to TMS320C6713 DSP I/O interfaces: 
 32-bit EMIF, XF0/1 pins, Timer input/output pins, McASP and
 McBSP ports, I2C, and HPI
• 98 mm x 67 mm footprint; ISO9001:2000 accredited production
 and CE certifi cation

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p365876
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DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded

For more information, contact: sales@cwcembedded.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364372

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing
20130 Lakeview Center Plaza, Suite 200 • Ashburn, VA 20147
703-779-7800
www.cwcembedded.com

The CHAMP-AV8 is our fi rst rugged, high performance OpenVPX 
DSP engine based on the quad-core Intel® Core™ i7-2715QE pro-
cessor. The CHAMP-AV8 is also our fi rst DSP engine to offer IDT's 
Gen2 PCIe-to-sRIO protocol conversion bridging semiconductor
product, bringing the performance and bandwidth advantages of 
sRIO switch fabrics to the 2nd generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor-
based embedded computing applications. Available in a full range of 
air- and conduction-cooled confi gurations, the rugged CHAMP-AV8
combines the signifi cantly improved fl oating-point performance
of the latest Intel® Core™ i7 processors, with the substantial
bandwidth and system-enabling features of the 6U OpenVPX form 
factor. The board’s pair of quad-core processors feature new Intel 
AVX fl oating-point instructions, and delivers unmatched perfor-
mance, rated at up to 269 GFLOPS. Supporting the DSP engine’s 
fl oating-point performance is a 21GB/s (peak) DDR3 memory
sub-system that provides ample bandwidth to simultaneously serve 
CPU access and streaming I/O from its sRIO and PCIe interfaces. 

CHAMP-AV8 6U OpenVPX™ DSP Engine

 › Two quad-core Intel Core i7 processors
 › Intel® AVX 256-bit fl oating-point vector unit
 › 269 GFLOPs peak computing performance
 › Up to 8 Gbytes DDR3 SDRAM with ECC per processor
 › Gen2 Serial RapidIO® (sRIO) data plane interface
 › Gen2 PCI Express® (PCIe) expansion plane interface
 › DMA offl oad engines
 › One XMC mezzanine site
 › Power management features
 › VxWorks® BSP and driver suite/Fedora Remix Linux  
 › Rugged air-cooled and conduction-cooled versions

FEATURES

DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded

For more information, contact: webinfo@mc.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365076

Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.
201 Riverneck Road • Chelmsford, MA 01824
866-627-6951
www.mc.com

The Ensemble™ 6000 series 6U OpenVPX™ GSC6200 GPU Processing 
Module from Mercury Computer Systems, Inc. harnesses the tre-
mendous compute power of graphics processing units (GPUs) for 
rugged, high-performance, embedded signal and image processing 
in a broad range of defense and commercial applications, including
radar signal processing, electro-optical and infrared image
processing, electronic warfare and other applications requiring 
intense computational capabilities on large streams of data. Apply 
GPUs to accelerate compute-intensive applications including
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR),
QR Decomposition (QRD) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). The 
GSC6200 uses 2 NVIDIA GPUs based on their latest genera-
tion Fermi architecture, which provides signifi cant enhancements
over the previous generation GPUs, including a larger number 
of parallel processing cores, larger memory capacity and higher
memory bandwidth using GDDR5.

Ensemble GSC6200

 › Dual MXM sites support 1 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460M Fermi 
Architecture GPU, each with two single-link DVI interfaces

 › 48-lane, 12-port PCI Express Gen2 switch to backplane
 › Software-controlled management features
 › CUDA software environment for NVIDIA-based GPUs
 › Supports up to 2 high-end NVIDIA® compute nodes per 6U slot
 › MXM form factor preserves rapid technical insertion of latest GPU 
architectures

 › Advanced power management capabilities
 › Conduction-cooled and air-cooled versions

FEATURES
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DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded

For more information, contact: webinfo@mc.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364933

Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.
201 Riverneck Road • Chelmsford, MA 01824
866-627-6951
www.mc.com

The Ensemble™ 3000 Series HCD3210 3U OpenVPX™ Processing 
Module from Mercury Computer Systems is a single-slot solution 
for data acquisition and processing. By combining the performance 
logic of a highly capable Xilinx® Virtex™-6 FPGA with the real-time 
processing power of a Freescale™ MPC8640D dual-core processor, 
the HCD3210 supports multi-stage processing for many applications. 
The module’s XMC mezzanine site delivers I/O to these powerful
processing elements, supporting high-performance processing for 
size, weight, and power (SWaP)-constrained platforms. The multi-
plane OpenVPX architecture allows users to scale, knitting together 
multiple HCD3210s into a powerful subsystem.

Ensemble HCD3210 

 › General-purpose processing via dual-core MPC8640D processor 
running at 1.06 GHz, supported 1 GB of DDR2 SDRAM

 › Xilinx® Virtex™-6 FPGA supported by two 9 MB banks of
QDRII SRAM and 128 MB of DDR3-900M SDRAM

 › High-bandwidth communications, including native support for 
RapidIO and PCI Express® (PCIe)

 › XMC site supported by PCI Express (PCIe) per VITA 42.3

 › IPMI controller for system management functions

 › MultiCore Plus® software environment with MC SAL

FEATURES

DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded

For more information, contact: webinfo@mc.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364937

Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.
201 Riverneck Road • Chelmsford, MA 01824
866-627-6951
www.mc.com

The Ensemble™ 6000 Series OpenVPX Intel® Core i7 Quad-Core Next 
Generation LDS6521 Module combines a powerful Sandy Bridge 
mobile-class quad-core Intel® 2nd Generation Core i7 processor,
a high-performance FPGA for both fabric bridging and user-
application functions, and high-bandwidth on-board and off-board 
communication fabrics in a single 6U OpenVPX slot.

The LDS6521 low-density server provides a next-generation archi-
tecture that balances the disruptive computational capabilities of 
the Intel 2nd Generation Core i7 processor with key high-bandwidth 
I/O interfaces, providing a powerful and scalable computing archi-
tecture that is well aligned with high-end radar, electronic warfare, 
and image processing applications.

Ensemble LDS6521

 › One 10/100/1000BASE-T GigE connection: front panel on air-cooled, 
backplane on conduction-cooled

 › One additional 10/100/1000BASE-T GigE connection to the
backplane

 › Two 1000BASE-BX SERDES Ethernet connections to the backplane
 › One front panel USB 2.0 interface on air-cooled 
 › Two backplane USB 2.0 interfaces on both air-cooled and 
conduction-cooled 

 › One front-panel eSATA interface provided on air-cooled 
 › Two SATA interfaces to the backplane
 › Eight GPIO lines

FEATURES
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DSP Board-Level Products: Standard bus cards

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Four Channel Clock Distribution Board distributes a common 
clock and synchronized control signal triggers to multiple cards in 
the system. This 6U VME64x/VXS board provides four high-speed, 
ultra-low jitter, ultra-low skew differential bulkhead mounted clock 
outputs, two ultra-low skew differential vertical SMA onboard clock 
outputs, and four ultra-low skew and clock synchronized single- 
ended bulkhead mounted control signal triggers.

A jumper set at board installation time or via optional P2 serial port 
determines which one of the two installed clock sources is active. 
Manufacturing options for Clock Source 0 are single-ended or
differential external clock, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz 
with an onboard reference oscillator, or a PLL ranging from 700 MHz
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference. Manufacturing options 
for Clock Source 1 are a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz with 
an onboard reference oscillator, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference, or an onboard low
frequency oscillator ranging up to 800 MHz.

The four control trigger outputs can originate from a high-precision 
external source via front panel SMA, from a manual push button 
on the front panel, or from software via an optional Backplane P2
Connector Serial Port. These trigger outputs are synchronized to the 
distributed clock to provide precise output timing relationships.

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.
 
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Four Channel Clock Synchronization Board

 › Four synchronized differential front panel clock outputs up to 
3 GHz with typical skew of 5 ps

 › Ultra-low clock jitter and phase noise – 275 fs with 1,280 MHz PLL 
and external 10 MHz reference

 › Onboard PLL’s manufacturing options provide fi xed frequencies of 
700 MHz to 3 GHz, locked to internal or external reference

 › Onboard low frequency oscillator provides fi xed frequencies up to 
approximately 800 MHz

 › Four synchronized trigger outputs, always synchronized with
the output clock, with typical skew of 5 ps

 › Jumper selectable trigger output levels of 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL,
or 1.65 V PECL

 › Source trigger from front panel SMA, push button, or optional
P2 serial port

 › Cascade boards to provide up to 16 sets of outputs

 › Compatible with standard VME64x and VXS 6U backplanes

 › Universal clock input supports wide range of signal options, 
including signal generator sine wave

 › Differential clock input permits multiple standards including:
LVDS, 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, and 1.65 V PECL

 › Clock and trigger outputs compatible with all Annapolis Micro 
Systems, Inc. WILDSTAR™ 2 PRO I/O Cards and WILDSTAR™ 4/5 
Mezzanine Cards

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p346103
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DSP Board-Level Products: Video, image processing

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

The Annapolis Tri XFP I/O Card, which works with the WILDSTAR 
4/5/6 Family Architecture, has three 10 Gb individually confi gured 
XFP connectors, each with its own XAUI to XFI converter. Industry-
standard pluggable fi ber optic transceivers can be purchased from 
Annapolis or from other vendors. The Tri XFP provides up to 30 Gb 
full duplex I/O directly between the outside world and the RocketIO 
pins on the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro or Virtex-4 I/O FPGA on the WILDSTAR 
4 main board. No other vendor provides that volume of data straight 
into the heart of the processing elements and then back out again.

Two I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 VME/VXS/VPX 
or PCI-X/PCI Express board, with up to 30 million user reprogram-
mable gates.

The Tri XFP card will support 10 Gb Ethernet, 10 Gb Fibre Channel, 
and OC-192. Although the protocols will be provided as black box 
solutions with few modifi cations by users allowed, more adven-
turous users who choose to develop their own communications
protocols from the basics already have access to all the board 
resources through VHDL source for the interfaces to SRAM, signal 
conditioners, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special applica-
tion development support, as well as more conventional customer 
support.

Tri XFP I/O Card

 › Up to 10 Gb Full Duplex Ethernet per connector

 › Up to 10 Gb Fibre Channel

 › OC-192

 › Three 10 Gb XFP connectors

 › Accepts industry-standard pluggable transceivers

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › One or two I/O cards fi t on a single WILDSTAR 4/5 processing
board

 › New I/O form factor for improved thermal performance

 › First of many WILDSTAR 4/5 Family I/O cards, including superior
performance A/D, D/A, and additional high-speed communication 
cards

 › Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform
the competition

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p347155
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DSP Board-Level Products: Embedded

For more information, contact: webinfo@mc.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364932

Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.
201 Riverneck Road • Chelmsford, MA 01824
866-627-6951
www.mc.com

The Ensemble™ 3000 Series SFM3010 3U OpenVPX™ Switch Fabric 
Module from Mercury Computer Systems combines Serial RapidIO® 
data-plane switching with a managed Gigabit Ethernet control-plane 
switch for maximum scalability. The SFM3010 also implements the 
OpenVPX Chassis Manager function for mission-critical system 
management. With the module’s XMC mezzanine site, users can
stream I/O directly onto the data plane, delivering data to any
processing element in the system without signifi cant overhead. 
By combining these functions on a single 3U OpenVPX module, 
the SFM3010 expands subsystem capabilities for size, weight, and 
power (SWaP)-constrained environments.

Ensemble SFM3010 

 › Control plane communications supported by a Broadcom Gigabit 
Ethernet switch with integrated MIPS processor core

 › Data plane communications supported by a Tundra Serial RapidIO 
switch with six 4x links to the backplane and two 4x links to the
J15 XMC connector

 › XMC site supported by Serial RapidIO per VITA 42.2

 › IPMI controller for system management functions

 › Air-cooled and conduction-cooled models available 

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition

For more information, contact: sales@epiqsolutions.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365611

Epiq Solutions
165 Commerce Dr., Suite #204 • Schaumburg, IL 60173
847-598-0218
www.epiqsolutions.com

The Bitshark™ Express RX is a broadband, high performance single-
tuner RF receiver card that provides a PCI Express x1 interface 
allowing transfer speeds up to 2.5 Gb/sec. It supports a tuning range 
between 300 MHz and 4 GHz and user-defi ned channel bandwidths 
up to 50 MHz. Digitized baseband I/Q samples are provided by
dual A/D converters, and are accessible to the PCIe host or on board 
Xilinx® Spartan®-6 LX45T FPGA.

The Bitshark™ Express RX is targeted at commercial wireless radio 
applications including software defi ned radio (SDR) and cognitive 
radio (CR). A wide range of frequency bands are supported:

•  GSM (850/900/1800/1900 MHz)
•  TV Whitespace (400-700 MHz)
•  CDMA2K/EVDO (450/800/1900/2100 MHz)
•  TD-SCDMA (1.9/2.0/2.4 GHz)
•  WiFi/802.11b/g (2.4 GHz)
•  WiMAX/802.16 d/e (2.3-2.7 GHz, 3.3-3.8 GHz)

Bitshark™ Express RX

 › Single RF tuner covering 300 MHz to 4 GHz
 › Confi gurable baseband channel fi lter bandwidths up to 50 MHz
 › Direct conversion (zero-IF) architecture
 › Integrated high-stability 26 MHz TCXO
 › Dual 14-bit 105 MSPS A/D converters
 › Low-jitter programmable A/D sample clock with 1 Hz resolution
 › Integrated GPS receiver with 1PPS
 › Xilinx® Spartan®-6 LX45T FPGA
 › 128MB DDR3 Memory
 › Includes PC-based spectrum analyzer application
 › Windows and Linux compatible

FEATURES

•  iDEN (800 MHz)
•  UMTS (Bands I-XIV)
•  LTE (Bands 1-40)
•  Plus many others ...
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FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition

For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Single Channel 2.0 GSps A/D I/O Card provides one 
2.0 GHz A/D input with a resolution of 10 bits. The board has one
e2v AT84AS004 that is fed by an onboard analog input circuit, which 
converts the single-ended 50-ohm SMA input into differential
signals for the ADC. There is a universal single-ended 50-ohm
SMA clock input and a high-precision trigger input allowing mul-
tiple A/D I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchronization of
A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel 
Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main 
boards, this mezzanine supplies user-confi gurable real-time con-
tinuous sustained processing of the full data stream. Up to two A/D 
and up to two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or 
WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board or up to oneA/D 
and up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCIe main board. 

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed.

2.0 GSps 10-bit A/D

 › One e2v AT84AS004 (2.0 GHz, 10-bit) A/D
 › Four SMA front panel connectors: one 50-ohm analog input, one 
single-ended 50-ohm clock input, or differential 1.65 V LVPECL
clock input

 › One high-precision trigger input with Fs precision; high-precision 
trigger input – 1.65 V LVPECL, 2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › Analog input bandwidth is 100 KHz-3.0 GHz
 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces
 › Proactive thermal management system
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p364718
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Micro Systems Dual Channel 4.0 GSps D/A I/O Card 
provides one or two 12-bit digital output streams at up to 4.0 GSps. 
The board has one or two Max 19693 for 4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for 
2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps.

The Dual Channel DAC board has fi ve SMA front connectors: two 
single-ended DAC outputs, a high-precision trigger input with
Fs precision, and a universal single- or double-ended 50-ohm clock 
input. It has excellent gain fl atness in the fi rst 3 Nyquist Zones,
ultra-low skew and jitter saw-based clock distributions, and main 
board PCLK sourcing capability.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main 
boards, this mezzanine supplies user-confi gurable real-time
A to D conversion and digital output. Up to two A/D or D/A and
up to two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or
WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board, or up to one A/D 
or D/A and up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCIe main 
board.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special applica-
tion development support, as well as more conventional customer 
support.

Dual 4.0 GSps DAC

 › One or two 12-bit Analog to Digital Converters: Max 19693 for 
4.0 GSps, Max 19692 for 2.3 GSps, or Max 5859 for 1.5 GSps

 › Five SMA front panel connectors: two single-ended DAC outputs,
one high-precision trigger input with Fs precision

 › One universal single- or double-ended 50-ohm clock input

 › High-precision trigger input manufacturing options – 1.65 V LVPECL, 
2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces

 › Proactive thermal management system

 › Industrial temperature range

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates,
and customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p347243
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is releasing the fi rst COTS board 
in the world capable of capturing and processing multiple 100Gbit 
signals in real time! The Annapolis Dual 40/100G CFP IBM Blade
2nd-Slot Card enables the capture and real-time processing of
massive amounts of data for Network Security and Signal Intelligence
applications. Annapolis has integrated two CFP interfaces into their 
Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card, allowing the capture, buffering 
and processing or transmission of two 100Gbit Ethernet streams
per card or four 40Gbit Ethernet streams per card. The Dual CFP
IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card features one or two CFP transceiver cage 
interfaces, which can support either 100Gbit or 40Gbit Ethernet, 
100Gbit OTU4 or 40Gbit SDH/OTU3. 

Integral to any massively bandwidth intensive application is the 
ability to process that data. The Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot 
Card is designed to interface to the 8 processors available on the 
WILDSTAR 5 IBM Blade main board. Using Altera Stratix IV FPGA 
processors, up to 37 GBytes of DDR3 DRAM and a 160x160 6.5Gbit 
crossbar, the Dual CFP card is able to buffer and distribute the data 
from the CFP interfaces to the processors on a WILDSTAR 5 IBM 
Blade main board at full bandwidth.

Annapolis will supply the Dual CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card with 
Ethernet MACs for 40Gbit and 100Gbit Ethernet, and full standardized 
board support for VHDL models, drivers and APIs. 

Dual 40/100G CFP IBM Blade 2nd-Slot Card

 › One or two CFP interfaces, each supporting full duplex: 

 – 100Gbit and 40Gbit Ethernet (802.3ba)

 – 100Gbit (OTU4) and 40Gbit (SDH/OTU3) for Telecommunications

 – Three 40Gbit Ethernet streams

 › One or two Altera Stratix IV GT EP4S100G5 FPGAs

 › Up to 37 GBytes of DDR3 DRAM arranged in up to eight 72-bit ports

 › Integrated as 2nd slot of WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade main processor 
board

 › Up to 68 Full Duplex Serial I/O lanes from CFP 2nd slot board to 
Wildstar 5 IBM Blade main board

 › Supports enough memory bandwidth for buffering the incoming data

 › Includes 100Gbit and 40Gbit Ethernet MACs for Altera Stratix IV

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p363755
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Quad Channel 250/400/500 MSps A/D I/O Card pro-
vides 4 A/D inputs with converter speeds of up to 250, 400, or 500 MHz 
and resolutions of 13, 14, or 12 bits, respectively. The board has four 
A/D converters from TI (ADS5444, ADS5474, or ADS5463) fed by 
onboard analog input circuits that convert the single-ended, 50-ohm 
SMA input into differential signals for the ADC.

There is an onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution 
circuit to allow all four channels on a single A/D I/O board to be 
synchronized together. There is also an external clock input and 
a trigger input allowing multiple A/D I/O cards to be synchronized 
together. Synchronization of A/D I/O cards can be facilitated by the 
Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel Clock Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 FPGA processing main 
boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-confi gurable real-time 
continuous sustained processing of the full data stream. Up to two 
A/D I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5
VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board or reside on one A/D I/O card on 
each PCI-X or PCIe main board. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
boards with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation 
models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to A/Ds, D/As, 
DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ users will 
have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Quad 250/400/500 MSps A/D

 › Four TI A/D converters of one of the speed and bit size types: 
ADS5444 250 MSps 13 bits, ADS5474 400 MSps 14 bits, ADS5463 
500 MSps 12 bits

 › Analog input bandwidths of up to: 500 MHz for the 250 MSps
A/D board, 1,400 MHz for the 400 MSps A/D board, 2,000 MHz for
the 500 MSps A/D

 › Six SMA front panel connectors: four 50-ohm analog inputs, one 
single-ended 50-ohm clock input, one trigger input

 › Onboard ultra-low jitter and skew clock distribution circuit to allow 
synchronization of all four channels on a single I/O card

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCIe/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access
 › Proactive thermal management system; available in both 
commercial and industrial temperature ranges

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development and technology refresh

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces
 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; reduce risk with COTS

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p364717
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Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401  
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Perfect Blend of Processors and FPGAs. Eleventh Annapolis 
Generation.

Direct Seamless Connections – No data reduction between: external
sensors and FPGAs, FPGAs and processors over Infi niBand or
10 Gb Ethernet backplane, FPGAs and standard output modules.

Ultimate Modularity – From zero to six Virtex-5 FPGA, Virtex-6 
FPGA or Tilera 64Pro Multicore Processor modules and two Virtex-5 
I/O FPGAs. Accepts one or two standard Annapolis WILDSTAR
4/5 I/O mezzanines: Quad 130 MSps through Quad 500 MSps A/D, 
1.5 GSps through 2.2 GSps A/D, Quad 600 MSps DAC, Infi niBand,
10 Gb Ethernet, SFPDP.

Fully Integrated into the IBM Blade Management System – 
Abundant power and cooling for maximum performance.
 
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned 
Radio, encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing,
and other processing-intensive applications. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL
simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores. Our extensive IP and board support 
libraries contain more than 1,000 cores, including fl oating point and 
the world’s fastest FFT. A graphical user interface for design entry 
supports hardware-in-the-loop debugging and provides proven, 
reusable, high-performance IP modules.

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade, with its associated I/O cards, provides 
extremely high overall throughput and processing performance. 
The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Achieve world-class performance; WILDSTAR solutions outperform 
the competition.

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade

 › Two Virtex-5 FPGA processing elements plus up to six pluggable 
modules with power, memory and Virtex-5 FPGA, Virtex-6 FPGA or 
Tilera 64Pro Multicore Processors

 › Up to 10.7 GB DDR2 DRAM per WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade Board

 › 144 x 144 crossbar; 3.2 Gb per line; two external PPC 440s –
1 per each I/O FPGA

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Blade management controller; USB, RS-485, Ethernet, KVM, 16 RIO, 
switch to 1 GbE over backplane

 › Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional support

 › Famous for the high quality of our products and our unparalleled 
dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications succeed

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p364715
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www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our 14th-generation WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX uses Xilinx’s
newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art performance. It accepts 
one or two I/O mezzanine cards in one VPX slot or up to 4 in a double 
wide VPX slot, including Single 1.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 
12-bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8-bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16-bit ADC,
Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12-bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16-bit DAC, Universal 
3Gbit Serial I/O (RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, Infi niBand), and Tri XFP 
(OS 192, 10G Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a 
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, 
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a 
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1,000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX

 › Up to three Virtex-6 FPGA processing elements – XC6LX240T, 
XC6LX365T, XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

 › Up to 7 GB DDR2 or DDR3 DRAM or up to 448 MB DDRII+ or QDRII 
SRAM in up to 14 banks

 › OpenVPX backplane
 › 80 x 80 crossbar connecting FPGAs and VPX backplane
 › 1 GHz 460EX PowerPC onboard host
 › 4X PCIe controller
 › Programmable Flash to store FPGA images and for PCI controller
 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.
 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and 
software

 › Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions outperform
the competition

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available 

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p363582
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For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364942

Innovative Integration
2390-A Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA 93065 
www.innovative-dsp.com

The X6-1000M integrates high-speed digitizing and signal generation 
with signal processing on a PMC/XMC I/O module for demanding DSP 
applications. The tight coupling of the digitizing to the Virtex-6 FPGA 
core realizes architectures for SDR, RADAR, and LIDAR front-end 
sensor digitizing and processing. The PCI Express system interface
sustains transfer rates over 2 GB/s for data recording and inte-
gration as part of a high-performance, real-time system. Available
FPGAs: Xilinx Virtex-6 SX315T/SX475T or LX240T.

The X6-1000M features two, 12-bit 1 GSPS A/Ds and two 1 GSPS 16-bit 
DACs. Analog input bandwidth of over 2 GHz supports wideband
applications and undersampling. The DACs have features for inter-
polation and coarse mixing for upconversion. The sample clock is 
from either a low-jitter PLL or external input. Multiple cards can be 
synchronized for sampling and down-conversion.

X6-1000M 

 › Two 1 GSPS, 12-bit A/D channels
 › Two 1 GSPS, 16-bit DAC channels
 › ±1V, AC or DC-Coupled, 50 ohm, SMA inputs and outputs
 › 4 Banks of 1 GB DRAM (4 GB total)
 › Ultra-low-jitter programmable clock
 › Arbitrary Waveform Generation Memory
 › Gen2 x8 PCI Express providing 2 GB/s sustained transfer rates
 › PCI 32-bit, 66 MHz with P4-to-Host card
 › 20-25W typical Conduction Cooling per VITA 20
 › Ruggedization Levels for Wide Temperature Operation
 › Adapters for VPX, CompactPCI, desktop PCI, and cabled
PCI Express systems

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: FPGA Mezzanine Cards (FMCs)

For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364943

The X6-GSPS integrates high-speed digitizing with signal process-
ing on a PMC/XMC I/O module for demanding DSP applications. 
The tight coupling of the digitizing to the Virtex-6 FPGA core realizes 
architectures for SDR, RADAR, and LIDAR front end sensor digitizing
and processing. The PCI Express system interface sustains
transfer rates over 2 GB/s for data recording and integration as 
part of a high performance real-time system. Available with Xilinx 
Virtex-6 SX315T/SX475T or LX240T.

The X6-GSPS features two, 12-bit 1.8 GSPS A/Ds that can be inter-
leaved to use as one 3.6 GSPS digitizer. Analog input bandwidth of 
over 2.5 GHz supports wideband applications and undersampling.
The sample clock is from either a low-jitter PLL or external input. 
Multiple cards can be synchronized for sampling and down-
conversion.

X6-GSPS 

 › Two 1.8 GSPS, 12-bit A/D channels
 › Single channel interleaved @ 3.6 GHz
 › ±1V, AC-Coupled, 50 ohm, SMA inputs
 › 4 Banks of 1 GB DRAM (4 GB total)
 › Ultra-low-jitter programmable clock
 › Gen2 x8 PCI Express providing 2 GB/s sustained transfer rates
 › PCI 32-bit, 66 MHz with P4 to Host card
 › 20-25W typical Conduction Cooling per VITA 20
 › Ruggedization Levels for Wide Temperature Operation
 › Adapters for VPX, CompactPCI, desktop PCI and cabled
PCI Express systems

FEATURES

Innovative Integration
2390-A Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA 93065
www.innovative-dsp.com
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FPGA Hardware: I/O modules

For more information, contact: solutions@acromag.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p 365053

Acromag
30765 S. Wixom Rd. • Wixom, MI 48393
248-295-0310
www.acromag.com

Acromag’s new 3U VPX FPGA boards provide powerful and cost-
effective solutions for high-speed processing of complex algorithms 
in embedded computing applications. The VPX-VLX model offers a 
choice of logic-optimized Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGAs while the VPX-SLX 
version employs a Spartan-6 FPGA with 150k logic cells. Virtex-5 
FPGA cards deliver maximum computing performance. Spartan-6 
FPGA cards are designed for cost-sensitive mid-level applications.
Both cards feature a high-throughput PCI Express interface,
generous dual-ported memory for effi cient data handling, and 64 I/O 
lines direct to the FPGA. Ideal for defense, aerospace, or scientifi c 
research; typical applications involve signal intelligence, image
processing, and hardware simulation.

A double fat pipe 4-lane PCIe interface ensures very fast data 
throughput. Dual-port SRAM enables high-speed DMA transfers
to/from the CPU while simultaneously writing data to memory.
Large DDR2 SDRAM buffers give the FPGA fast access to I/O port 
data.

VPX cards with confi gurable Spartan-6 or Virtex-5 FPGA

 › Virtex-5 or Spartan-6 confi gurable FPGA with up to 150k logic cells
 › PCI Express 4-lane bus interface
 › Supports both front and rear I/O (64 I/O or 32 LVDS via rear J4/P4)
 › Plug-in I/O interface cards for front mezzanine 
(14-bit A/D; differential, TTL, LVDS digital I/O)

 › Two banks 1M x 32-bit dual-port SRAM
 › Two banks 32M x 16-bit DDR2 SDRAM
 › Dual DMA channel data transfers
 › FPGA code loads from the PCIe bus or from on-board fl ash memory
 › Air-cooled (0 to 70°C) and conduction-cooled (-40 to 85°C) models 

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: I/O modules

For more information, contact email: contactus@advancedIO.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p349219

AdvancedIO Systems
Suite 601 - 3292 Production Way • Burnaby, BC, V5A 4R4  Canada
604-331-1600 • Email: contactus@advancedIO.com
www.advancedIO.com/v1121

The V1121 is the industry’s highest performance and ruggedization 
10GE XMC solution providing an easy to use real time high band-
width network interface for advanced radar and signal intelligence 
systems. It has been deployed in multiple military programs where 
reliability and performance under extreme conditions are critical 
and where size and power are at a premium.

The V1121 is powered with AdvancedIO’s Ethernet technology 
allowing it to sustain data rates exceeding 9.2Gbps. Its unique
ability to directly transfer data between sensors and 10GE networks
without requiring a processor minimizes size and power footprints.
 
The V1121 is suited to system architectures involving multiple
processing cards on a common switched data plane enabling the 
load balancing of sensor data across multi-core processors or to 
storage. The V1121 is available with high-level APIs for control and 
data transfer resulting in a simplifi ed programming model.

V1121 Dual Channel 10 Gigabit Ethernet XMC Card

 › A COTS 10GE Virtex®-5 FPGA rugged XMC solution
 › User programmable or available with Ethernet offl oad technology 
for real time communication

 › Highest performance and ruggedization card in production
 › Unique sensor to network capabilities without processor
intervention

 › Readily available with industry leading carriers such as
Curtiss-Wright VPF2 and VPX6-185

 › Available with APIs or front-end FPGA interface for quick host 
integration

 › Driver support for Wind River VxWorks and Linux
 › Compliant with VITA 42.3 and VITA 42.6 standards

FEATURES
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For more information, contact email: contactus@advancedIO.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365872

AdvancedIO Systems
Suite 601 - 3292 Production Way • Burnaby, BC, V5A 4R4  Canada
Phone: 604-331-1600 • Email: contactus@advancedIO.com
www.advancedIO.com/v5022

The V5022 is targeted for ultra low latency and high bandwidth
mission critical applications where processing at wire speed is 
essential and downtime is not an option. The card doubles port density
and reduces latency by more than 50 percent when compared to 
other technologies on the market.
 
The latest in AdvancedIO family of programmable server cards, the 
V5022 processes high-bandwidth 10GE network traffi c in real time 
using the Virtex®-6 XH380T or XH565T FPGAs from Xilinx. A high-
speed serial interface enables direct communications between
multiple cards in a system without host intervention. The front panel 
has four 10GE SFP+ optical ports that support both short range and 
long range fi ber. Ports also support 1GE.
 
The V5022 product is shipping with expressXG™, AdvancedIO’s
fl exible FPGA development framework, to allow fast application 
development so customers can roll out new services on the market 
quickly. 

V5022 Quad Channel 10GE FPGA PCI Exress Card

 › Industry choice in ultra-low latency fi nancial services
 › Compatible with high-performance servers from leading OEMs,
such as HP ProLiant DL380

 › Single slot solution maximizes the number of cards per server
 › Quad 10 Gigabit Ethernet SFP+ optical ports
 › Complex algorithms implementation using Virtex-6 XH380T or 
XH565T FPGAs

 › Two independent banks of up to 8GB DDR3 SDRAM and four
independent banks of up to 144Mbit QDRII+ SRAM ideal for
advanced algorithms requiring buffering or ultra-fast lookup tables

 › PCI Express x8 Gen 2 host interface
 › Standard Linux Kernel 2.6x

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: I/O modules

For more information, contact: webinfo@mc.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364934

Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.
201 Riverneck Road • Chelmsford, MA 01824
866-627-6951
www.mc.com

The IOM-200 I/O Mezzanine XMC Module and IOR-280 RTM from 
Mercury Computer Systems provide the industry’s leading 10Gbps 
Ethernet I/O density. When two IOM-200s are confi gured with the 
IOR-280 Rear Transition Module (RTM), up to eight chan nels of 
10Gbps Ethernet can be supported per 6U OpenVPX slot.
 
The IOM-200 module includes a high-performance Altera Stratix IV GX
fi eld programmable gate array (FPGA) all in a single-wide XMC
form factor.

Ensemble IOM-200 XMC 

 › Up to eight 10GbE channels per 6U OpenVPX slot

 › Rear Transition Module available supports two IOM-200 XMCs

 › Includes high-performance user programmable FPGA

 › Mercury-provided Intel-based drivers supported under Linux 
industry-leading Quad 10Gbps Ethernet I/O density

 › Leverages open standards to ensure interoperability 

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: I/O modules

For more information, contact: sales@xes-inc.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365810

X-ES
3225 Deming Way, Suite 120 • Middleton, WI, 53562
608-833-1155
www.xes-inc.com

The XPedite2300, a Xilinx® Virtex®-6 based XMC module with an
x8 PCI Express interface, DDR3 SDRAM memory, and support for 
pluggable daughter cards for customizable I/O, is ideal for customiz-
able, high-bandwidth, streaming data applications.

In conjunction with the XPedite2300, X-ES provides the XPedite2300 
FPGA Development Kit (FDK) based on the AXI4 interface protocol. 
The FDK includes IP blocks, example FPGA designs, and software to 
control and communicate with FPGAs. All of the IP blocks included 
in the FDK interface to the industry-standard AXI4 interconnect. The 
FDK utilizes standard Xilinx and third-party tools – Xilinx ISE® Design 
Suite and EDK, Mentor Graphics® ModelSim®, Synopsys® Synplify®. 
With support for the AXI4 interface protocol and industry-standard 
tools, customers benefi t from ease-of-use and true IP reuse without 
being locked into the X-ES FDK.

XPedite2300 Virtex-6 FPGA XMC Module

 › Xilinx Virtex-6 LX240T, LX365T, SX315T, or SX475T FPGA
 › Conduction- or air-cooled XMC module
 › Two channels of DDR3 SDRAM, up to 1 GB (512 MB each)
 › 180-pin, high-density daughter card header, 40-pin daughter card 
header for high speed serial

 › FDK includes high-performance DMA controller, interrupt controller, 
and logic blocks for all external FPGA interfaces, e.g., PCIe, fl ash, 
DDR3, daughter card I/O

 › FDK includes FPGA capability discovery mechanism and supports 
partial FPGA reconfi guration

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Low power

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p349229

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

The Xilinx Spartan®-6 FPGA family offers an optimal balance of cost, 
power, and performance for consumer, automotive, surveillance,
wireless, and cost/power-sensitive applications. A family built 
for connectivity and low power, Spartan-6 FPGAs provide the 
programmable foundation for Xilinx Targeted Design Platforms that 
accelerate innovation and improve differentiation of next-generation 
electronics products.
 
System developers can meet the demand for new features while 
reducing system costs by up to half for lower-power “greener” 
products. A rich selection of built-in system-level blocks – including 
DSP slices, high-speed transceivers, and PCI Express® interface 
cores – enables greater system-level integration. Spartan-6 FPGAs 
bring 65 percent lower power than previous Spartan families with 
innovations in advanced power management technology and a 
lower-power 1.0 V core option. In addition, fast, flexible I/O deliver 
over 12 Gbps memory access bandwidth with 3.3 V compatibility
and RoHS-compliant Pb-free packaging. 

Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGAs for Low Power and High-Speed Connectivity 

 › Spartan-6 LX FPGAs optimized for absolute lowest cost with up to 
150K logic density, 4.8 Mb memory, integrated memory controllers, 
and easy-to-use, high-performance system IP including DSP blocks 

 › Spartan-6 LXT FPGAs optimized for lowest risk and lowest cost
serial connectivity solution with up to eight 3.125 Gbps GTP
transceivers and embedded PCI Express-compatible core 

 › Performance and flexibility to meet changing consumer require-
ments of automotive infotainment applications 

 › Cost-effective alternative to ASICs for rapid development and
delivery of flat panel displays within ever-shrinking product life 
cycles 

 › Ideal for video surveillance with standard- and high-definition
resolution image processing, video analytics, and multi-channel 
video encoding for fast, efficient transmission

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Low power

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p349230

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400 
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com/kits

Built for high-performance compute-intensive applications, Virtex®-6 
FPGAs provide the programmable foundation for Xilinx Targeted 
Design Platforms that accelerate innovation and improve product 
differentiation. At up to 50 percent lower power and 20 percent
lower cost than previous generations, Virtex-6 FPGAs deliver the 
right mix of flexibility, transceiver capabilities, development tool 
support, and hard Intellectual Property (IP) blocks for standards 
such as PCIe® to enable designers to meet the demands of markets 
with evolving standards and stringent performance requirements 
in pursuit of higher bandwidth. Designers can reduce component 
costs with EasyPath™ FPGAs for volume production.

DSP bandwidth exceeds 1,000 GMACS with over 2,000 DSP slices 
and optimized ratios of logic, block RAM, and distributed RAM. 
Augmented with over 1,170 Gbps of serial bandwidth, data is moved 
on and off chip quickly and efficiently. 

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGAs for High-Bandwidth and Low-Power Systems

 › Virtex-6 LXT FPGAs for high-performance logic, DSP, and serial
connectivity with low-power GTX 6.6 Gbps serial transceivers 

 › Virtex-6 SXT FPGAs for ultra-high-performance DSP and serial
connectivity with low-power GTX 6.6 Gbps serial transceivers 

 › Virtex-6 HXT FPGAs for highest-speed serial connectivity with up to
24 GTH transceivers supporting over 11Gbps each, as well as 48 
GTX transceivers, enabling 40G and 100G platform solutions

 › Ideal development platform for 3GPP-LTE and advanced LTE base 
stations with higher densities, performance, and power amplifier
efficiencies of up to 40 percent 

 › Delivers higher overall throughput at lower latency for wired and 
wireless networks, high performance computing

 › Meets current and evolving broadcast standards, while enabling 
differentiation through video quality

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: info@bittware.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365925

BittWare
9 Hills Avenue • Concord, NH 03301
603-226-0404
www.bittware.com

The AA-FMC (AAFM) is a VITA-57 FPGA Mezzanine Card based 
on BittWare’s Anemone fl oating point co-processor for FPGAs.
Featuring the Epiphany™ architecture from Adapteva, the Anemone
allows users to combine the complex processing ability of a fl oat-
ing point C-programmable compute engine with the versatility
and confi gurability of an FPGA to offer a completely new 
approach to fl oating point digital signal processing. Featuring four
Anemone104 (AN104) processors, the AA-FMC adds 128 GFLOPS
of total processing performance to BittWare’s Altera Stratix family 
of host boards.  

The available complete solutions include:

• AAFM/D4-AMC – Dual Altera Stratix® IV FPGA AdvancedMC
with four Anemone104 FPGA Co-Processors

• AAFM/S4-AMC – Altera Stratix® IV GX AdvancedMC with four 
Anemone104 FPGA Co-Processors

• AAFM/S4-3U-VPX – Commercial & Rugged Altera Stratix® IV GX 
3U VPX Board with four Anemone104 FPGA Co-Processors

 

AA-FMC Quad Anemone Floating Point Co-Processor FMC

 › Four BittWare Anemone104 co-processors for FPGA
 › 128 GFLOPs of processing performance
 › 64 independent fl oating point processor cores
 › ANSI C-programmable
 › IEEE fl oating point
 › Shared memory architecture
 › High-throughput mesh network for inter-core connectivity
 › Off-board I/O via memory-mapped links
 › Standard GNU/Eclipse development tools
 › Air or conduction cooled

FEATURES
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems Inc.’s FPGA-based WILDSTAR family
provides 24 SFPDP channels per VME slot.

The Annapolis SFPDP cards (UNI3 or UNI6) come with an easy to 
use Serial FPDP interface supporting up to 12 lanes of 2.5 Gb full 
duplex data. Three frame types are supported: Normal Data Fiber 
Frame, Sync Without Data Fiber Frame, and Sync with Data Fiber 
Frame in Point-to-Point Mode.

The card has three individually confi gurable, industry-standard
4X connectors, providing four lanes per connector, with dedicated 
signal conditioners to ensure clean communication. It supports
up to 7.5 GB full duplex per I/O card and a wide variety of readily 
available copper and fi ber cables.

Up to two serial I/O cards and two LVDS I/O cards can reside on 
each WILDSTAR 4, 5 or 6 VME/VXS/VPX main board, with half that 
number for the PCI-X or PCIe. The SFPDP card (UNI6) supports
RocketIO protocol at up to 75 Gb full duplex per I/O card, three
ports of 10 G full duplex Infi niBand per I/O card, or 10 G full duplex 
Ethernet per I/O card.

No other FPGA board vendor can match the volume of data we can 
send straight into the heart of the processing elements and then 
straight back out again.

An FPGA-based high-performance processing engine thrives on 
data streaming in and out at high rates of speed. The FPGAs should 
be part of a balanced and unifi ed system architecture, providing 
maximum performance, with memory, processing power, and I/O 
speeds designed and integrated for performance, scalability, and 
growth. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.’s WILDSTAR 4 (Xilinx Virtex-4 based) 
and WILDSTAR 5 (Xilinx Virtex-5 based) families of FPGA-based 
processing boards also support an extensive set of extremely
high-quality A/D and D/A boards. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed.

SFPDP UNI6 I/O

 › Three individually confi gurable 4X connectors – four lanes per 
connector

 › Up to four 2.5 Gb full duplex Serial FPDP ports per connector

 › Up to 25 Gb full duplex RocketIO per connector

 › Up to 10 Gb full duplex Infi niBand per connector

 › Up to 10 Gb full duplex Ethernet per connector

 › Optional onboard oscillators for other line rates like Fibre Channel

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/IBM Blade Chassis/
PCI-X/PCI Express main board

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 › Proactive thermal management system; available in both
commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p364716
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing-
intensive applications. Our fourteenth generation WILDSTAR 6 
for AMC uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one FMC I/O Card. Our boards work on a 
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, 
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a 
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development pro-
cess, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven, reus-
able, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for AMC, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers' applications
succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with our COTS boards and
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions
outperform the competition.

WILDSTAR 6  for AMCs

 › One Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O Processing Elements – LX240T, LX365T, 
LX550T, SX315T or SX475T

 › On board Host Freescale P1020 or P2020 PowerPC

 › Up to 2.5 GBytes DDR2 DRAM in 5 memory banks or 

 › Up to 80 MB DDRII or QDRII DRAM in 5 memory banks

 › Programmable FLASH to store FPGA image

 › 4X PCI Express Bus Gen 2 between PPC and FPGA

 › Supports VITA 57 FMC I/O Cards

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – current, voltage, and 
temperature monitoring sensors via Host API

 › Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support. Training available.

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p363774
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401 
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing-
iintensive applications. Our fi fteenth generation WILDSTAR 6 for 
PCI Express uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards, including 
Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 
8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12 Bit DAC, 
Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O (Rocket I/O, 
10 Gb Ethernet, Infi niBand), and Tri XFP (OS 192, 10G Fiber Channel, 
10 Gb Ethernet).  Our boards work on a number of operating sys-
tems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. 
We support our board products with a standardized set of drivers, 
APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s fastest FFT.
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven,
reusable, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express,
with its associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall 
throughput and processing performance. The combination of our 
COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive
improvements in processing speed, while achieving signifi cant
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers' applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and 
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions
outperform the competition.

WILDSTAR 6 PCIe

 › Up to three Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O processing elements – LX240T, 
LX365T, LX550T, SX315T, or SX475T

 › Up to 8 GBytes DDR2 DRAM or DDR3 DRAM in 14 memory banks per 
WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express board or 

 › Up to 480 MBytes DDRII+/QDRII DRAM in 15 memory banks

 › Programmable FLASH for each FPGA to store FPGA images

 › 8X PCI Express Bus Gen 1 or Gen 2

 › Supports PCI Express standard external power connector

 › High-speed DMA Multi-Channel PCI controller

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – Board Level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and
customer support. Training available.

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p363773
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For more information, contact: wfi nfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
190 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 130 • Annapolis, MD 21401
410-841-2514
www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defi ned Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing-intensive applications.

Our 14th-generation Pluggable Virtex-6 Module for WILDSTAR 5 for 
IBM BladeCenter uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-
the-art performance. This module plugs into the WILDSTAR 5 for 
IBM BladeCenter. Other potential modules available today include 
Virtex-5 and Tilera. We support our board products with a standard-
ized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development pro-
cess, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the fi eld. 
CoreFire, based on datafl ow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than
1,000 cores, including fl oating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. The Virtex-6 Pluggable Module 
provides extremely high overall throughput and processing perfor-
mance. The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows 
our customers to make massive improvements in processing speed, 
while achieving signifi cant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

WILDSTAR 6 – Pluggable Virtex-6 Module for IBM Blade

 › One Virtex-6 FPGA processing element – XC6LX240T, XC6LX365T, 
XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

 › Up to 3GB DDR2 or DDR3 DRAM or up to 192MB DDRII+ or QDRII 
SRAM in up to 6 Banks

 › Plugs into any of 6 pluggable processing module slots on WILDSTAR 5 
for IBM BladeCenter

 › Up to 16 RocketIO lanes to crossbar
 › 4 lanes connect to PCIe switch on WILDSTAR 5 Blade Board
 › LVDS systolic ring connecting all I/O FPGAs and computing FPGAs
 › RocketIO systolic ring connecting pluggable positions 0-2 and 3-5
 › Programmable Flash to store FPGA images on WILDSTAR 5 Blade 
Board, which acts as host

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.
 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades
 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and 
software

 › Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p363581
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FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: sales@cwcembedded.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365808

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing
20130 Lakeview Center Plaza, Suite 200 • Ashburn, VA 20147
703-779-7800
www.cwcembedded.com

The CHAMP-FX3 is a rugged, high-performance FPGA OpenVPX™

6U VPX board that features dual Xilinx® Virtex®-6 FPGAs. Available 
in both conduction-cooled and air-cooled versions, the CHAMP-FX3 
provides dense FPGA resources combined with general purpose
processing, I/O fl exibility and support for multi-processing
applications. It speeds and simplifi es the integration of advanced 
digital signal and image processing into embedded systems
designed for demanding Radar Processing, Signal Intelligence 
(SIGINT), ISR, Image Processing, Electronic Warfare applications. The 
CHAMP-FX3 has a rich assortment of rear-panel I/O and memories, 
including a Serial RapidIO® (SRIO)-based switching fabric, 16 high-
speed serial links per FPGA, and 20 pairs of LVDS links per FPGA
to the backplane that can be used to support high-speed parallel 
interfaces such as Camera Link®. For system expansion, the board 
also provides two FMC sites, which when used with our many ADC 
and DAC FMC modules (such as the FMC-518 Quad Channel 500 
MS/s 14-bit Analog Input FMC) can form a complete digital receiver 
or transmitter.

CHAMP-FX3 OpenVPX™ FPGA Board/FMC-518 ADC FMC

 › 6U OpenVPX (VITA 65) (MOD6-PAY-4FIQ2U2T-12.2.1-1)
 › Dual user-programmable Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGAs (Sx475T or LX550T) 
with attached DDR3 and QDRII+ memories

 › Freescale™ Power Architecture™ MPC8640D processor
 › Two mezzanine sites with support for FMC (VITA 57) Onboard SRIO 
1.3 switch

 › 16 off-board high speed serial links to each FPGA and 12 onboard 
high speed serial links between FPGAs

 › 20 LVDS differential pairs to the back plane for each FPGA and
20 differential pairs between each FPGA

 › Thermal sensors for monitoring board temperatures
 › Sensors for monitoring board power consumption

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

The VPX-COMEX is a 3U OpenVPX system controller CPU card that 
integrates an Intel CPU COM Express CPU module with SRIO switch, 
system timing and triggering features, and a Spartan-6 FPGA core. 
The VPX-COMEX supports VPX systems with up to 4 other PCIe/SRIO 
cards and timing/triggering support for embedded communications, 
instrumentation, and data acquisition applications.

The CPU core is a COM Express module, a PICMG industry standard, 
that is an Intel Architecture i7 or i5 CPU with QM57 chipset. The
COM Express module runs Windows, Linux, or VxWorks, providing 
a familiar and easy-to-use software environment that is abundant 
in tools and applications, resulting in dramatically lower time-to-
market than other CPU architectures.

The VPX-COMEX supports 4 expansion cards using PCI Express
and SRIO. The PCI Express root complex has x4, x4, x1, and x1 Gen1 
endpoint support, provided by the chipset. The SRIO data plane 
complements the PCIe connectivity with a central switch, providing 
8 SRIO Gen2 links (5 Gbps each).

VPX-COMEX 

Innovative Integration
2390-A Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA 93065
www.innovative-dsp.com

 › COM Express Type 6 CPU module
–   Intel i7 @ 2.53 GHz/i5 @ 2.4 GHz 
–   Up to 8 GB 1066 MHz DDR3 ECC memory

 › PCI Express Root supports x4/x4/x1/x1 Gen1 endpoints
 › GbE, USB 2.0, 3x SATA300, DisplayPort
 › Integrated 1.8" SATA SSD up to 256 GB
 › Serial RapidIO Data Plane Switch

–   8x SRIO Gen2 (5 Gbps) ports to VPX 
–   Front panel QSFP x4 optical link

 › Precision timing/triggering support
–   PLL with 125 KHz to 1 GHz tuning range with -110 dB phase noise @ 10 KHz 
–   10 MHz, 0.28 PPM clock reference 
–   Reference input support for GPS integration 
–   Synchronized triggering outputs

 › Xilinx Spartan-6 LX45T to LX120T FPGA core
 › < 50 W typical; conduction or forced-air cooling
 › Operating Environment: 0˚C to 60˚C, 0 to 100% RH, 30g shock, 0.04 g2/Hz

random vibe

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p364945
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FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

The VPX6-COP is a fl exible FPGA coprocessor card that integrates 
a Virtex-6 FPGA computing core with an industry-standard FMC I/O 
module on a 3U OpenVPX card.

The FPGA computing core features the Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA family in 
densities up to LX550 and SX475. The SX475 provides over 2000 DSP 
MAC elements operating at up to 500 MHz. The FPGA core has two 
9 MB QDRII + SRAM banks, two 256 MB LPDDR2 DRAM banks, and
a 128 MB DDR3 bank. Each memory is directly connected to the
FPGA and is fully independent.

For system communications the VPX6-COP has a PCI Express and 
two SRIO/Aurora interfaces. The PCIe port is a x8, Gen2 interface 
capable of up to 2 GB/s sustained operation with 4 GB/s burst rate. 
Two additional x4 system ports support either SRIO, Aurora, or
custom protocols.

VPX6-COP 

Innovative Integration
2390-A Ward Avenue • Simi Valley, CA 93065
www.innovative-dsp.com

 › 3U OpenVPX FPGA coprocessor card
 › FMC I/O site (VITA 57) with 8x 5 Gbps MGT lanes, 80 LVDS pairs
(LA, HA, HB full support)

 › 2 Banks of 256 MB DRAM (512 MB total)
 › 2 banks of 9 MB QDRII + SRAM (18 MB total)
 › 128MB DDR3 DRAM
 › VPXI system-timing features supporting global and local timing and 
triggering features

 › Gen2 x8 PCI Express providing 4 GB/s burst and 2 GB/s sustained 
transfer rates

 › Two Serial RapidIO or Aurora ports supporting x4 Gen2 (2 GB/s)
 › < 15 W typical, excluding FMC
 › Ruggedization levels up to L4 forced air or conduction cooling
 › 40 g shock, 9 g sine vibration, and 0.1 g2/Hz random vibe 

FEATURES

www.dsp-fpga.com/p364941

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: info@us.kontron.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p363789

Kontron
14118 Stowe Drive • Poway, CA 92064
888.294.4558
www.kontron.com

The demands placed on appliances used in the fi eld range from 
extreme temperature exposure to constant vibration to I/O fl exibility 
and much more. This is achievable with the Kontron MICROSPACE® 
MSMST. Based on the Intel® Atom™ E6x5C series processor paired 
with the Altera Aria II FPGA, system designers get not only the I/O 
fl exibility supported by the FPGA but also a long-life platform that 
can withstand the harsh elements they must function in reliably.

PC/104 SBCs including Intel® Atom™ and Core™ Duo processor
within the MICROSPACE® family that are designed to be reliable
and survive under harsh conditions. Kontron uses industrial grade 
components for by-design solutions that can withstand the harsh
conditions. Additionally, 100 percent extended temperature tested
solutions are available to ensure the solution meets the application-
specifi c temperature requirements.

Kontron MICROSPACE® MSMST

 › Scalable solutions offering power effi ciency and performance 
including the latest Intel Atom processor and FPGA technology

 › Support for onboard system memory

 › Drop in replacements within the Kontron SBC product family

 › PCIe/104 standard compliance

 › Request a sample today and start evaluating immediately

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: webinfo@mc.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365079

Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.
201 Riverneck Road • Chelmsford, MA 01824
866-627-6951
www.mc.com

The Echotek® Series SCFE-V6-OVPX Virtex-6 FPGA Processing 
Engine from Mercury Computer Systems provides high-performance 
processing for applications requiring extreme FPGA processing 
power, such as EW, ELINT, SIGINT, RADAR, Commercial Wireless, 
and Deep Packet Inspection. Utilizing top-end FPGAs available from 
market leader Xilinx®, the SCFE-V6-OVPX solves the toughest signal 
processing problems in a cost-effective form factor. VITA 57 FPGA 
Mezzanine Card (FMC) mezzanine sites and OpenVPX Rear Transi-
tion Modules (RTMs) provide diverse sensor and I/O entry points, 
both analog and digital. When incorporated with the Mercury 
Ensemble™ multi-computing OpenVPX modules, the SCFE-V6-OVPX 
represents an essential building block in powerful heterogeneous 
subsystems that can be tailored to specifi c applications and plat-
forms.

Echotek Series SCFE-V6-OVPX

 › Next-generation architecture for high-end defense and
commercial applications such as SIGINT, EW, Communications, 
RADAR, Commercial Wireless, and Deep Packet Inspection

 › Ultimate processing power with three Xilinx® Virtex™-6 LX240Ts or 
SX315Ts

 › VITA 57 FMC sites for fl exible I/O enhancements, including Echotek® 
Series multi-channel digitizer FMCs

 › High-speed OpenVPX interface
 › EchoCore™ IP Advantage
 › Flexible Control-Plane Processor
 › Flexible I/O with FMC Sites

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365869

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com

Xilinx Artix-7 Series  

The Xilinx Artix™-7 FPGA family establishes a new standard for
lowest cost and lowest power. Leveraging 28nm unifi ed architec-
ture, Artix-7 delivers over two times the capacity, 30% higher perfor-
mance, and 50% lower power consumption as compared to existing 
technologies – designed to address the demands of high-volume 
markets. 

Artix-7 FPGAs provide higher integration and introduce Agile
Mixed Signal capability for the fi rst time in a low-cost FPGA, 
enabling customization for end user applications. Whether com-
plex analog signal conditioning or simple analog monitoring, the 
Agile Mixed Signal technology will enable lower system cost, higher 
system reliability and customization beyond off the shelf analog
components.

 › 1,040 DSP Slices enabling 1248 GMACs of performance

 › Up to 16 High Speed serial transceivers supporting line rates up
to  6.6 Gbps

 › 3.3V capable I/O to enable interfacing to legacy components

 › Low cost Wire-bond packaging 

 › Chip-scale packages for smallest form factor

 › DDR3 memory interface performance reaching 1066 Mbps

 › BGA with 1.0mm ball spacing for low-cost PCB manufacturing

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365871

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com

Xilinx Kintex-7 Series  

Offering twice the performance and cutting power consumption 
makes the Xilinx Kintex™-7 FPGAs the clear choice for today’s 
fast growth applications. Kintex-7 FPGAs offer high-density logic, 
high-performance connectivity, memory, and DSP, plus Agile 
Mixed Signal all to enable higher system-level performance and
integration. These capabilities allow for continued innovation and 
differentiation in designs at volume price points.

Fabricated on a high-performance, low-power (HPL) 28nm process,
all 7 series FPGAs share a unifi ed architecture. This innovation
enables design migration across the Artix™-7, Kintex™-7, and Vir-
tex®-7 FPGA families. System manufacturers can easily scale
successful designs to address adjacent markets requiring reduced 
cost and power or increased performance and capability. The 
adoption of AMBA 4, AXI4 specifi cation as part of the interconnect 
strategy supporting Plug-and-Play FPGA design further improves 
productivity with IP reuse, portability, and predictability.

 › 28nm high-K metal gate (HKMG) process technology and a
High-Performance, Low-Power (HPL) approach that drive up power 
effi ciency

 › Many performance boosting innovations, including industry-leading 
1,866 Mbps memory interface; 639 MHz DSP48E1 slices with
high-performance fi ltering capabilities, combine with the six-input 
look-up table for fl exible DSP designs

 › Dedicated hard memory Phy implementation provide a simplifi ed 
interfacing to external DDR memory

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365870

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com

Virtex-7 FPGAs 

Virtex™-7 FPGAs are optimized for advanced systems requiring the 
highest performance and highest bandwidth connectivity. Lever-
aging 28nm unifi ed architecture, Virtex-7 FPGAs deliver 2x higher
system performance and 50% lower power consumption than
previous generation FPGAs. The Virtex-7 FPGA family delivers up 
to 2 million logic cells, 67Mbits of internal memory, 5.3 Tera-MACS 
DSP throughput, 2.8 Tbps serial bandwidth and fully integrated
Agile Mixed Signal (AMS) capability. Virtex-7 FPGAs are ideally 
suited for highest performance wireless, wired, and broadcast
infrastructure equipment, aerospace and defense systems, high-
performance computing, as well as ASIC prototyping and emulation.

Utilizing innovative 2.5D Stacked Silicon Interconnect (SSI) tech-
nology, the Virtex-7 2000T FPGA integrates 2 million logic cells,
6.8 billion transistors and 12.5Gb/s serial transceivers on a single 
device making it the world’s highest capacity FPGA. 

 › Virtex-7 T devices deliver unprecedented levels of capacity and 
performance enabling ASIC prototyping, emulation and replacement

 › Virtex-7 XT devices offer the highest processing bandwidth with 
high performance transceivers, DSP and BRAM

 › Virtex-7 HT devices with integrated 28Gbps serial transceivers offer 
an unprecedented 2.8Tb/s of serial bandwidth

FEATURES
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FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

For more information, contact: more_info@xilinx.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p364973

Xilinx, Inc.
2100 Logic Drive • San Jose, CA 95124-3400 
408-559-7778
www.xilinx.com

Zynq-7000 Extensible Processing Platform (EPP)
The Zynq™-7000 family is Xilinx’s fi rst Extensible Processing Platform (EPP). 
This new class of product combines an industry-standard ARM® dual-core 
Cortex™-A9 MPCore™ processing system with Xilinx 28 nm unifi ed program-
mable logic architecture. This processor-centric architecture offers the 
fl exibility and scalability of an FPGA combined with ASIC-like performance 
and power, plus the ease of use of an ASSP.

The four devices of the Zynq-7000 EPP family allow designers to target cost 
sensitive as well as high-performance applications from a single platform 
using industry-standard tools. The tight integration of the processing system
with programmable logic allows designers to build accelerators and
peripherals to speed key functions by up to 10x. The ARM architecture and
ecosystem maximizes productivity and eases development for software
and hardware developers.

Unlike ASICs and ASSPs, Zynq-7000 devices allow designers to modify
their design throughout the development phase and after the system is 
in production. In addition, the Zynq-7000 EPP family, with over 3000 inter-
connections between its processing system and the programmable logic, 
offers levels of performance that two-chip solutions (ASSP+FPGA) cannot 
match due to limited I/O bandwidth and limited power budgets.

 › Dual ARM Cortex™-A9 MPCore 
 › Unifi ed 512 kB L2 cache
 › 256 kB on-chip memory
 › DDR3, DDR2, and LPDDR2 Dynamic Memory Controller
 › 2x QSPI, NAND Flash, and NOR Flash Memory Controller
 › 2x USB 2.0 (OTG), 2x GbE, 2x CAN, 2x SD/SDIO, 2x UART, 2x SPI, 2x I2C
 › AES & SHA 256b encryption engine for secure boot and secure

confi guration
 › Dual 12-bit, 1MSps Analog-to-Digital converter; up to 17 inputs
 › Advanced low power 28 nm programmable logic:

–  28K to 235K logic cells (430K to 3.5M of equivalent ASIC gates)
–  240 kB to 1.86 MB of Extensible Block RAM
–  80 to 760 18x25 DSP slices (58 to 912 GMACS peak DSP performance)

 › PCI Express® Gen2x8 (in largest devices)
 › 154 to 404 user I/Os (multiplexed + SelectIO™)
 › 4 to 12 12.5 Gbps transceivers (in largest devices) 

FEATURES

FPGA Hardware: Reconfi gurable

For more information, contact: info@geotestinc.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p365809

Geotest – Marvin Test Systems
1770 Kettering • Irvine, CA 92614
949-263-2222 • 888-837-8297
www.geotestinc.com

Geotest has expanded its FLEX DIO FPGA products with new high 
performance PXI and PXI Express modules. Both products use the 
Altera Stratix III FPGA, which can support SerDes data rates to 
1.25 GHz/sec and I/O data rates to 700 MHz. 

These PXI and PXI express cards utilize a high performance base 
board/expansion board architecture, which allows users to develop 
their own custom circuitry within the compact, single-slot, 3U form 
factor without relying upon bulky, external interface boards. The 
expansion board interfaces to the base board via a high perfor-
mance connector interface, allowing users to take advantage of the 
Stratix III’s high data rates. 

Applications
•  Multi-channel D/A & A/D source/measure
•  High-speed serial data generation/analysis
•  Digital bus emulation
•  Custom PXI instrumentation

GX3700 & GX3700e PXI FPGA Cards 

 › User confi gurable, on-board Altera Stratix III FPGA
 › Compatible with Altera’s free web-based Quartus II deisgn tools,
no proprietary design tools needed

 › x4 PXI Express interface & integral DMA conroller supports data 
streaming rates >800 MB/s

 › 8 MB of on-board SSRAM
 › Program/load the FPGA via the PXI bus or using the on-board 
EEROM

 › Module software is fully compatible with Altera object fi les
 › Supports both Windows and Linux environments

FEATURES
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FPGA & CPLD ICs: High-density FPGAs

For more information, contact: 650-318-4200 www.dsp-fpga.com/p365873

Microsemi Corporation
One Enterprise • Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
949-380-6100
www.microsemi.com

Microsemi’s SmartFusion® customizable system-on-chip (cSoC) is 
the only device that integrates an FPGA, ARM® Cortex™-M3, and 
programmable analog. SmartFusion is an award-winning solution 
for applications in industrial, medical, energy, communications, and 
military markets, including system management, power manage-
ment, motor control, industrial networking, and display.

To expedite and streamline your product development, Microsemi 
offers a low cost SmartFusion Evaluation Kit. The kit is supported 
by Libero® Integrated Design Environment (IDE), Microsemi’s design 
software that includes SoftConsole Eclipse-based GNU software 
IDE. You can also use a free evaluation version or full licensed ver-
sion of either Keil™ or IAR Systems® compilers. The quickstart card 
and the user's guide will walk you through the options for software, 
downloads, and licensing.

To learn more about Microsemi’s SmartFusion cSoC, visit
www.microsemi.com/soc/smartfusion.

SmartFusion® Customizable System-on-Chip (cSoC)

 › Contains on-chip fl ash and on-chip SRAM
 › Integrates an FPGA, ARM® Cortex™-M3, and programmable analog
 › Offers full customization, IP protection, and ease-of-use
 › Provides more fl exibility than traditional fi xed-function
microcontrollers

 › Eliminates the excessive cost of soft processor cores on traditional 
FPGAs

FEATURES

FPGA & CPLD ICs: IP & systems cores

For more information, contact: sales@rfel.com www.dsp-fpga.com/p344576

RF Engines Ltd
Innovation Centre
St. Cross Business Park • Newport, Isle of Wight, UK
44 (0)1983 550330
www.rfel.com

RFEL delivers high-performance signal processing solutions for 
FPGAs, together with complete product solutions targeting the 
homeland security, defense, communications and instrumentation 
markets.

Cores available include a comprehensive range of FFT/iFFTs,
Polyphase PFTs, Channelizers, FIR fi lters, Fractional Resamplers, 
Multichannel Downconverters, Demodulators and many more
such as:

ChannelCore FLEX
ChannelCore FLEX is a major breakthrough in channelizer design, that 
enables the designer to extract any number of channels in real-time, 
from a very wide bandwidth signal, without any of the constraints 
of previous channelizer architectures. The extracted channels
can be any combination of different bandwidths and sampling rates, 
and may also be overlapped. The parameters of each channel may 
be individually adjusted to deliver a solution that precisely meets
the needs of the application – all on a single FPGA.

High Performance Signal Processing in FPGAs

HyperSpeed Plus FFT
The new HyperSpeed Plus FFT smashes the performance
limits of previous FFT architectures, delivering a huge 
increase in throughput speed – over 52GS/s for 2K point FFT, 
8-bit, real data.  It opens up new possibilities and applications 
to support the latest high-speed ADC devices.

Our solutions are more resource effi cient and cost effective for 
a given level of performance than those from other suppliers.

RFEL – The Experts in Signal Processing for FPGA



Stroke of Genius

With extensive resources and new enhancements 
in DSP engines, block RAM, logic and clocking 
technology, the Virtex-6 family represents the 
industry’s most advanced FPGAs.

Call 201-818-5900 or go to 
www.pentek.com/go/dspcobalt 
for your FREE online and
printed Cobalt Virtex-6
Product Catalog.

Pentek, Inc., One Park Way, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 Phone: 201.818.5900 Fax: 201.818.5904 e-mail:info@pentek.com www.pentek.com
Worldwide Distribution & Support, Copyright © 2010, 2011 Pentek, Inc. Pentek, Cobalt and GateFlow are trademarks of Pentek, Inc.

Other trademarks are properties of their respective owners. 

• A/Ds with sampling rates from 10 MHz to 
3.6 GHz

• 800 MHz or 1.25 GHz D/As, DUCs & Multiband 
DDCs

• Dedicated memory for each I/O stream
• Intelligent chaining DMA engines
• Secondary serial gigabit interface
• Multichannel, multiboard synchronization
• ReadyFlow® Board Support Libraries
• GateFlow® FPGA Design Kit & Installed IP
• VPX, XMC, PCI, PCIe, cPCI, VME/VXS, 

rugged XMC and VPX

Unleash your inner genius with Pentek’s new 
Cobalt® Virtex-6 XMC modules. Built to optimize 
high-performance, wideband, communications, 
SIGINT, radar, beamforming and telemetry 
applications, the high-speed modules include:

  


N
ow

 A
vailable in OpenVPX

!

NEW Cobalt Series Virtex-6 Modules 
NOW Shipping!




